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were baptized were plunged, submerged,

immersed in the water.” ‘That practice
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BY F. PALMER,
———

A jewel rare in life: kept bright,
It e’er reflects heaven's perfect light;

Pure,jit absorbs the ray divine ;
And with such royal power bedight,
To hearts of day turns hearts of night;
Woe, contrite, owns its mystic might,
And falls spell-bound before joy’s shrine.
Andover, Mass.
PAE

SP

JM. 8,

The October number of the Nineleenth
Century contains an article * on Baptism,
contributed by Dean Stanley, of Westmin-

The character and position

ster Abbey.

the

nity, which numbers ‘amongst its members such noble characters as John Bunyan, Robert Hall and Havelock.”

But why

beginning until the thirteenth

century, it

has gradually driven the ancient Catholic
usage out of the whole of Europe.” *¢ Itis
a striking example of the triumph of com-

of this eminent scholar and clergyman of
the English church entitle him to be heard

mon sense and convenience over the
bondage of form and custom.” For in-

whenever he speaks. His utterances now,
and upon this subject,
will be no exception

fant baptism becoming the rule rather
than the exception, a change which took
place largely between the third and fifth
centuries, Dean Stanley assigns such reasons as the assumption that in a Christian
household every member was consecrat-

to the rule, especially as he gives his preeminent ability,aided by his vast resources,
to the discussion.
Concerning the origin of the ordinance

of baptism, our author says:

=

“The plunge into the bath of purifica\ tion, long known

among

the Jewish

na-

tion as a symbol of a change of life, was
still retained as a pledge of entrance into

this new and
tained under

whose

universal communion—rethe sanction of him, into

name they

were,

by that solemn

rite, ‘baptized.’
In that early age, the
> scene of the transaction was either some

deep wayside spring or well, as for the
Ethiopian, or some

rushing river as the

Jordan, or some vast reservoir as at Jericho or Jerusalem, whither as in the bath

of Caracalla, at Rome, the whole popula-

tion resorted for swimming or washing.”

n:
. “Out of all the manifold practices of the
ancient law—sacrifices, offerings, temple,
tabernacle, scapegoat, sacred vestments,
sacred trumpets,—he chose this one alone,
the most homely, the most universal, the
0st innocent of all.
He chose, instead, what every one could undérstand.

The burial, or immersion of the body in
water, was the

of the ceremony upon

substantiate

it.

The

Dean

has,

we

be-

It lieve, forever put to silence that individseemed to
them like a burial of the old
ual that has, to say the least, occasionally
former self, and the rising up again of the appeared, who has contended that immernew self, So St. Paul com
it to the
Then those who
Israelites
pussing
through the roaring sion is mof baptism.
waves of de Red Sea, and St. Peter, to contend that sprinkling, as well as im;
rs of th
mersion, is New Testament baptism, and

their number is legion, ought to feel com-

that like as: Christ was raised, thus we, pelled to keep that individual company.
~The whole controversy is, therefore, naralso, should walk in newness of life.”
Dean Stanley devotes considerable space rowed to this: whether the teaching and
to the changes which the ordinance,in the practice of Christ and his Apostles, and
course of time, underwent in respect to the practice of the Christian Church, rethe time and places of its observance, its specting the form of baptism, for thirteen
administrator, and some ‘other things centuries, and its views and action relat
which are not esseotiul to it. He mentions ing to the subjects of baptism for nearly

fn' thus

convenience” and those things which are

the rite has undergone. (1) “The use of
water is suggestive of the purity of heart

akin to them,

and life which the Christian religion requires.’ (2) The plunge or immersion in

which fone

(8)

And itis “the special Sacra-

ment (sacramentum), the oath-pledge

in

which, as the soldiers enlisting in the Ro-

man army swore a great oath of allegiance
to the Roman Emperor, so converts swore
and bound themselvesby a great oath and

pledge to follow their Divine Master
wherever he led them.” = Whatever was
truv in these particulars in the primitive

With us there is no ques-

tion as to which scale should go up,
down.

surrendered, and

If this

the

one

and

point is

authority of the

teachings and examples of Christ and ‘the

Apostles are abrogated for such reasons
as have been

assigned, why

not,

on

the

same principle, surrender to the modern
free religionist all that he claims? Why
not allow, for instance, that his assumption that the Bible was doubtless a good
and useful book for the people of some
past age, but that the world has outgrown its teachings? If the argument

made in behalf of sprinkling and infant

church, is so still. The epirit or significance is unchanged.
“Thus the whole argument, philological,

baptism proves

historical and even emblematical, is yielded to the Baptists. And if Dean Stanley

by Christ and his Apostles, which may be

had said no more

than we

have

already

much.

anything,

it proves

too

It is possible that there are sever-

al other things besides immersion,

distasteful

to human

nature,

taught

and

the

indicated, the conclusion that he's, at. practice of some of them may be slightly
:
‘heart and in theory, a Baptist, would be inconvenient.
inevitable, for what Baptist claims more
respecting the manner of administering

the ordinance, than he has conceded?
Moreover, he says further on: “In the
Apostolic age, and in the three centuries
‘which ‘followed, it is evident

that,

as a

general rule, those who come to baptism
. come in full age, of their own

deliberate

choice ;" and he substantiates this assertion by ample proof, Yet Dean Stanley
is not a Baptist, and it is not a little inter-

esting to know why he is not.
[1/'The learned Dean's frankness is admi.
rable: “For the first thirteen centuries
the almost universal

practice of baptism

‘was that of which. we read in the New
Testament, and which is the very mean-

"ing of the word ‘baptize’ that those who

Friday

min-

Many proofs of the faithfulness of the

‘making

our

application

for

out of place to give in

the briefest

out-

colored people to the Union armies, dur- line an account of bur origin and growth.
ing the Jate war, have found their way July 7th, 1872, a ‘Sunday-school was orin the. chapel formerly standing
into the papers, but only the smallest por- ganized
on the corner of Murcy Avenue and Montion of the hair-breadth escapes they made, roe street, which had been purchased by
of the risks they ran, have ever been told the Washington Avenue Baptist church.
Sept. 20th,

following,

preaching

to the public. The remarkable thing about
it all was that, while they were always

were Inaugurated and continued

faithful to the

ously Sunday evenings

services

at inter-

EE

KEEP YOURSELF OUT OF SIGHT.
I watched an old man
other day, pulling them
another briskly. ‘You
erly, old friend,” I said.
a good many below who

doing anything.”
himself up,
ground.

and

trout«fishing. the
out one after
manage it clev‘I have passed
don't seem to be

The

old

stuck

his

man
rod

*¢ Well, you see, sir,

lifted
in the

there

three rules for trout-fishing; and

good trying if you don't mind them.

be

’tis no

The

first is, keep, yourself out of sight. And the
second is keep yourself further out of sight.
And the, third is keep yourself further out

of sight still.

Then you'll do it.” * Good

for catching men, too,” I thought, as I
went on my way,— Rev. Mark Guy Pease.

men

pel light, blest with educational advantages,
the like of which no other land can boast,

who

say the

sharpest

and

the

smartest things against universal suffrage,

crowded with inventions of every conceivable and yet never lifted ‘& fingerto welcome
kind calculated to render life a blessing, and
an emigrant, nor «pent a dollar to teach a
afford the means of an honest living to every:
toiler, tells me what the blessed gospel has
done for her teeming multitudes, and what it
would do for poor benighted : India, if God’s
people were fully awake to their, duty, and

wonld do it. Oh, how I wish, and how earnestly'do I pray, that every minister, brother
und sister in any

way

connected

with

negro. It is deserved by the men who
say the West is a horde of barbarians,

who yef never traveled further West than
the Saratoga race-course, nor looked face
to face at the pure democracy of a healthy

Western town. Such satire is fairly enough

our

deserved in its place; but it has no voice

hence continu-

Zion would ledrn, by actual trial, the real lux-

were usually faithful to their mnsters,personally, They would climb mountains

tion as a church, Nov. 10th, 1878, ': Dec.
8th, 1878, the church extended a, wnani-

dom, I wish they would try, without delay,
the experiment of giving till. they fee] it, and

aod swim rivers to carry to our officers
the news of an intended surprisd, and

cepted and entered at once upon the pastorate.
When
duly incorporated
the
Washington Avenue church conveyed its
equity in the property to us—subject to a
mortgage of $3,000 dollars.
May 6th,
1874, within six months from our organization it was decided to build a new chapel

Orissa. At that time, there were two men whe
could preach Christ. to. the people.
During

and most cheaply.

these years, quite a number have joined
feeble hand, but where are they now ?

but of every living word of a living God, “
is that what we read or study is to ‘be
that which sooner or later will make us

cause of the

nation, they

then hasten back to cook a dinner for the
mistress, or care for the children. While
they were never false to the Union, they
were never cruel to their masters’ families, or those

can

left in their

hands.

Who

think of their faithfulness, during

that trying period,

and of their condi-

tion to-day, without a blush of shame?
But to my story.

About the middle of May, 1862, while
Banks was in ‘command of the Valley of

the top of a certain point in the Blue
Ridge, and were coming down that very
evening upon the unsuspecting Union encampment just across the Shenandoah.
There was a short consultation between
Mollie, the nurse,the cook and the miller.

What should be done? There was the
greatest risk in going to the pickets, for
it was mid-day, and any person suspected
of carrying messages to the Union army
would either be hung to the

nearest tree,

vals till January,

78,

and

till our

organiza-

mous call to Rev. Reuben Jeffery, who

which was dedicated Oct. 11th,

ac-

following.

The Lord continued to bless our labors,
adding greatly to our numbers, so that on
March 11th,
1876,
it was decided to
enlarge the new chapel, by erecting wings
which doubled the capacity of the house.
In the summer of 1878, still another enlargement was made, by the building of an
infant.class room, which, by sliding doors,
can be connected with the main audience
room. The grace of God in the conversion of souls has been displayed among us
almost continuously from the beginning;
of the whole number received into our
membership during the six years, 434 have
‘united by baptism and 435 by letter and
experience. . During the past year fifty-one
have been baptized.
At our organization
we numbered forty-five; to-day our membership is 763.
The same ‘marvelous
growth has marked our Sunday-school.
At its first session there were present

nine officers

and

teachers

scholars ; to-day we have

and fifty-five

enrolled

ninety-

eight officers and teachers and 931 scholars, a total of 1011,
Financially our prosperity has been such
as to call for profound thankfulness.
All
our sittings are absolutely free ;we havy
no
pew rentals ; our support is derived/
entirely from voluntary offerings, ang. yet
we have not only met

our

current

éxpen-

ses, which during six years have aggregated over $40,000, but are in possession of
property costing upwards of $33,000, upon
Yisiel remains a mortgage debt of $10,~

tion of the Christlike spirit, and we conflwas saved, and that the rebels, coming to | dently trust that the effect will be seen in
the intelligent consecration of the ‘church

the attack soon after,but spying the re-inforcements from the top of the mountain,

w he work to which ‘the

suddenly retreated.

Praying that the Lord will knit together
our Baptist brotherhood in the closest

A little less than a year ago, Mollie was
one of the firstat the Harper's Ferry Quarterly Meeting to give two dollars to finish
two rooms in Myrtle Hall-~the John
Brown room and the Gerrit Smith room. As

soon as theJohn Brown roomis furnished,
Mollie will go into it. The room was
ished only a few days ago, and is now
enough to use, but we have no ‘money
buy the furniture. Will not somebody,

findry
to
or

it.

the John Brown rvom for Mollie?

Pa
"++

THE

i

MARCY AVENUE

OHURCH.

As our readers are interested in the history

of this church,

been united

which:

has

recently

with the Long Island Bap-

tist Associatioh, to which it

was

refused

admission a few years ago, we present below the letter of the church to the Association written in’ response to an invitation
that it again apply for admission :
LETTER OF THE MARCY AVENUE
CHURCH.

has ' ¢all-

bonds of fraternal love, and that he will

against the culture which makes of Boston
a University, which fills it with young men
and women from every Stale this side of
then they would rejoice in the blessedness that the Pacific, who have
come here to study
follows. Oh, that they could hear bur mission’s
mausio, or language, or painting, or phicrying need for help, as we, who have spent |
losophy, or ‘physical science, in ‘schools
years among her people do.
ury of giving for the spread of

Christ's

kiug-

Thirty-nine years agothis month,I arrived in
that
To-

day all northern Orissa, containing millions of
precious souls, is dependent on ome man aid-

ed by four women, to break to them

the bread

of life, and this man is by no means strong and
can not be depended on for many years of

service. Our faithful Sister Crawford is hardly more than a shadow, and every letter tells
us how

and

weary and utterly worn she

is feeling,

she too can not remain at her post much

longer.

Dr. Bacheler,

his wife

and daughter

are among the mountains in quest of health,
leaving, just now, but three efficient workers
for the whole of the Midnapore district. Those
who have been in the country hardly a year

are doing all they can to ‘help ‘forward

the

work, but what are the whole number, even,
in the midst of so many needy, starving ones,
and how long can this -overtaxed handful of
toilers hold what has been gained at so ‘great a

cost of men and money? Our beloved mis-

sion seems as dear to our hearts as life itself,
and gladly would we have ended our life.
journey at our post, but our Father has, so far
as we can now. see, willed it otherwise, and
strongly as our hearts cling to the field of our

early choice,

I am sure our Father ¢ doeth all

things well.’ The cause is his, and he can
and he will carryit on without us. :In his
goodness and condescension, he has given five

of our dear

children

a place to work

in that

far-off field for which my heartis more devoutly

thankful

than

I can express.

And

another is soon to join thatdear band,
is to be my privilege

to aid

her,

now

and

during

it
the

coming winter, to prepare for her life-work in
the field we have been called to leave.
May
the Lord make every one of those who
put their hand to-the work, a great and

have
last-

recognized by
a Council, Dec. 16th, 1873,as a
regular Baptist ‘church, have since that date

honestly conformed

to

those

usages

of the

Baptist brotherhood ontemplated by our ar
ticles of fuith. We have never, asa church,
encouraged a disregard of any one of these articles, and
while we believe that
in our
church, as in other Baptist churches, some

members hold views differing
the strictest interpretations,

somewhat from
the suggestion of

disorderly practices has never been

ed nor even proposed;
nor would

entertain.

it be possi-

ble to lead the church as a body into any other position than the holding of belief and baptism us orderly precedents to membership und

communion in a Baptist

church.”

training

most

broadl

And for you

and m

the lesson, not of such easy satire only,

better
Hale.

soldiers

in

his

service.—E.
v

E.

PUP
>

TAKE A PAPER.
Nothing presents a sadder commentary upon the present condition of society than
the

large

number

of families,

both

in

town and country, but more especially
in the latter, that subscribe to no paper of any kind. Hundreds and thousands of families are thus growing up. utterly ignorant of what is transpiring in
the world around them—ignorant of the
mighty events of the day. But who can
tell the vast amount of injury that is being inflicted on. the rising generation—
those who are to take our place in the
busy world at no distant day—growing
up without aby knowledge of the present
or the past; this ignorance, too, being
imbued into them by the sanction of those
who should, and doubtless do, know

bet-

ter, did they only think of the injurious
effects of their insane course. Let the
head of every family think of this, and
place in the handsof those for whom be
is responsible the means of acquiring
some knowledge of the moving panorama in which we act our different parts.—
Good Words.
:
lp

pA

JOSEPH OOOK'S METHODS OF WORK.
Our Bible school bids fair to do a great and
Men who strike for the privilege of
long needed work for the heathen, and let us ‘working only eight hours a day, or less,
pray that the life and health of the teacher may
may take a lesson from the Rev. Joseph
be spared to train many to become faithful
He.
and efficient workers for the salvation of their Cook’s personal habits .of ivdustry.
breakfasts at seven o'clock and goes into
countrymen.
And let us beseech the Lord

ing blessing to our needy India

mission.

to raise up and send forth a man after his own
Leart, who shall take up the work that has

fallen from the hands of him who is
able to toil.
May God inspire the
our entire people with such a spirit
that our treasury may be. filled to.
ing,
i
i

no longer
hearts of
of giving
overflow-

A correspondent writes ‘as follows from
Hillsdale, Mich., under date of Oct. 29, eoncerning the condition of our esteemed brother

and Christian worker, Rev. Jeremiah Phillips,
D. Das:
w Setidided ne ®
a
“Rev.

Jeremiah Phillips,his wife and daugh-

ter Nellie arrived at Hillsdale from Cleveland
on Monday night. They are now at the home
of the ir daughter, Mrs. Mary Platt, of this city.

O-0-—roS

Should he not get relief quickly, he must’

"MISSION WORK.

leave us.

ANNUAL

| he sald that his mind

REPORTS,

The Reports of our Benevolent

Socie-

ties will this year come into the hands of
thousands who have pot usually seen
them. : Every oné who buys a copy of
the Register will have the Reports sive
him, for they are to be bound in ol
pamphlet and sold at the usual price of
the Register alone. The Societies take

this method of getting their Reports into
the hands ofthe greatest possible number of our members. : These Reports
will contain the carefully prepared tables of the Financial Secretary, by which
every church will be able to see just what
it has done for each of

VRE

“Qn speaking of his condition this afternoon,

CONDUCTED BY REY. Sg: WATERMAN,
THE

>

soon

‘our Societies, and

was best

expressed

by

4 the words found in. 2nd Tim. 4:6,7, 8, and
after a few moments ofintense pain, as it left
bim easier for a moment, he said, ‘I have

just had Mrs, Phillips read to me a part of the
21st chapter of Revelation, and as I turned to
it and read the 4th verse, he said, ‘ Oh, what
a glorious, what a precious promise.’

his study— a retired den, whose

location

is known only to a few intimate friends—
where he works busily until two. He
then dines, and after dinner meets any
who have called meanwhile to see him;

he then goes out for an hour's walk,
which is his chief exercise and recreation.

He returns to his house, to letter-writing
at his desk— often done

by dictation te

his wite, whose handwritingis so like his

‘own that most, correspondents imagine
his letters to be autographs. His supper

is a simple one of bread and a glass of milk,

Report better than this or any of its pred-:
ecessors,
{

.
From
”

Mrs, J. Phillips.

ditien into consideration.
“Pp. 8.
Bro. P. is alittle better this morning, Oct. 80.”
:
plain
or PV
Plas

THE

OANT

OF OULTURE.

I hate the word ¢¢ Culture,” it has

been

so paraded and discussed—the theme of
platforms and of: lectures that meant

two months,

but have met so very few

most elaborate make, aud wore
feathers than any warriors of them

famil-

they described him by the name

iar

faces that I seem to be in a land of strang-

ers.

So great, too, have been the changes dar-

ing the past fifteen

years, that

I

.war trail, and had never looked an enemy in the face, but who was perfect in
his war paint, carried weapons of the

nearly

CLEVELAND, Oct. 7, 1879.

We have been in our father-land {for

can: hardly

realize that we are in our own loved America;

It is not every man whose physique would
permit him to spend an equal proportion
of his time in purely intellectual labor;
but the concentration and assiduity. of Mr.
Cook constitute one of the secrets of his

remarkable success.— Christian Union,
TWO SERMONS,

“We can not over-estimate the educational influence of the Puritan Sabbath.
s‘Let us unitedly pray that, if it be God's ‘Tt has done more for the general populawill, he may be yet spared tous,
A council
tion of the New England States than her
of physicians has been called to take his con-

what other churches have done also.
nothing. It has been so mixed up with
We certainly hope these documents will
To THE LONG ISLAND BAPTIST ASSOCIA
conceit and selfishness that. I. had rather
TION the Marcy Avenue Baptist Church receive a caréful study by all who have you had told me any friend of mine was
access to them, and that the study of
sendeth Christian salutation:
a woman of pleasure, or a woman of
them
will stimulate our membership to
Dear Brethren :—A few months since our
fashion, than that she was a person of
pastor and officers received a friendly over- greater activity and more systematic giv“culture,” as that phrase is commonly
ture, signed by five pastors ofprominent
ing for thes» causes.
Hard times are
applied.
An, indignant western writer
churches in your body, looking toward our passing: away.
Business is reviving.
union with you.
As the result of a corresthe other day said that when the Chinook
Let the. Lord's
pondence thus opened, our pastor and of-- Prosperity is returning.
Indians wished to stamp a wordy preficers unanimously recommended to the treasuries quickly feel the influence of
tender with their lowest contempt; when
church the adoption of the following resolu- these improved conditions.
Let us betion and minute :
they wanted to speak of the maximum of
gin now to plan large things for the next
Resolved,
That we make application to the
brag with the minimum of performance ;
Long Island Baptist Association by letter and year; to improve our methods and re- when, for instance, they would describe
messenger for admission,
new our zeal, and let us make our next
8 young chiaf who had never been on the
In order that there may be no mistake
about our position we herewith put upon
record and submit to the Association as
our answer to all inquirers the following
minute:
¢ We, the Marcy Avenue Baptist church,

which offer them

after which he sits down to reading, rarepour: out his richest blessings upon all ‘our
ly to the work of composition or producchurches, we desire te take ‘our place in
Bro. Phillips, having failed rapidly in the last tion, until ten o'clock. When he is travyour ranks and to unite with you in every
good work" for the advancement of the ten days,concluded that'it was impossible to get eling on lecture tours he preserves as
any ‘relief at the water-cure in Cleveland.
Redeemer’s kingdom.
Read and approved at a meeting of the | Though upon the strength of opiates,he bore the nearly as possible the same hours, beginchurch held Friday, Oct. 17th,
journey from Cleveland well, yet, he has suf ning his work at eight o'clock whether
(Signed)
| fered intensely since his arrival, and his dis- he be;in the betel, a carriage, or the cars.
Ro LLIN O. 8mitH, Church Clerk. - ease has shown more alarming symptoms.

(I can

Harper's Ferry, W. Va.

Lord

J

some church,send us $20 or $25 to furnish

five centuries, should be of less account assure you that Mollie's room will always
io determining the views and practices of
be kept in order, and the furniture will be
makes certain distinctive points concern- the church to-day, than * tastes, feelings well preserved. When we get the mon.
ing what was essential in baptism, which and convenience,” *¢ the general sentiment ey to buy the, furniture, we will send you
has endured through all the changes which of Christian liberty,” * common sense and Mollie's full name and address,

life.’

on

membership in your body, it. may not be

some superstitious notions which have
been held respecting its efficacy; and he

water indicates the radical ' change which
is produced. It was a plunge into a new

church

or sold South. The cook and the miller
both thought the peril too great. Not so
ed, the alleged inference drawn from 1 Mollie. Her swift feet soon brought her |
Cor. 7: 14, that the children were holy to the banks of the Shenandoah. Waving
Two of or young men are at Hamilton,
because the parents were holy, and the
her hand to a picket on the other side, a preparing to preach the gospel, their supbelief entertained respecting the pure’ cavalryman soon forded the river. Mol- port during the years of their study having been undertaken by the young people
character of children.
Ina
word, the
lie got
@ithe horse belind him and was of the church. = While thus busily engaged
charge was the result of the triumph
taken s#¥ly across. Butshe did not dare in the work immediately at our hands, we
have not been indifferent to the cause of
of the charity~of the gospel. ‘* Infant
trust her secret {0 any one there. She Christ elsewhere, but to. the measure of
baptism is 2 Jewgtition of the good
must sec the General or a member of his our ability have extended our sympathy
which there is in the human soul.”
staff. So a messenger was started, in and aid to the promotion of his kingdom,
Other points are made which it is not great haste, to Middletown, five miles not only in our own land, but among the
heathen nations of the world.
essential to notice. Respecting the stateaway. Ina little more than an hour the
It hasbeen to us a cause of unceasing
ments and views of Dean Stanley, as we
officer came—the story was told, and Mol- gratitude to God that we have been fahave given them, and we have sought to
lie again got upon the horse behind the vored, during the beginning of our church
do it fairly, much might be said. It would cavalryman, and was carried across the life, with the instruction and direction of
our beloved pastor, Dr. Jeffery.
He has
be presumptive to call in question the
river. In two hours, or a little more, she given us the rich benefit. of his years of
correctness of his statements, especiaily
was at home (she had just been to the study of the Word of God. His ministrations bave been directed not only to the
in view of his great learning and the fact
shop to get the garden hoe mended), as awakening and coaversion of sinnets, but
that he makes them with a manifest im- carefully tending her master’s babies as if .especially to the development in the mempartiality. He gives the facts which tell thoughts of strategy had never crossed her bership of the church of a rounded,symmetrical Christian character, which should
against the position which he occupies sunburnt brow.
express its faith in Christ’ by the exhibiwith as much force as those which go to
I scarcely need add that the little army

which the Apostles laid much stress.

Rood.
EW.are ‘buried
said St. Paul,
‘with Christ by baptism at his death,’

Ata ‘meeting of the

eveniug, Oct. 10, this resolution and

‘ute were adopted.

BY REV, N. C. BRACKETT,

countries for which it was designed, and- Virginia, a detachment of his army was
peculiarly unsuitable to the tastes, the encamped in Warren Co., not very far
convenience and the feelings of the coun- from Manassas Gap, and near the Shenantries of the North and West. Not by any doah river. A young girl who was nursdecree of Council or Parliament, but by ing her master's children, discovered, in
the general sentiment of Christian liber- some mysterious way, that Longstreet,
ty, this great change was effected. . Not | with Ashby and Moseby, were just beyond

DEAN STANLEY ON BAPTISM.
BY

It still has

does not the whole Christian church continue the practice of immersion! We will
let our author answer. With a few exceptions, including the Baptists, “the
whole of the Western churches have now
substituted for the ancient bath the ceremony of sprinkling a few drops of water
on the face. The reason of the change
is obvious. The practice of immersion,
apostolic and primitive as it was, was peculiarly suitable to Southern and Eastern
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This is a strong case, surely.
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sanction of the powerful religious commu-
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tion of the Apostles and of their Master. It
had the sanction of the venerable churches
of the early ages, and of the sacred coun-
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A REMINISOENCE OF THE WAR."

Cultus.”

i

more
all,—

*‘ Boston

;

. Well, you and I know what that satire
means, and we know where it is desery-

tial reading.
We are well convinced
that no one modification of our religious
modes has been so much the occasion of
Sabbath recreation on the part of the attendants upon church as the givingup of
afternoon preaching.
Men who never
would have yielded to the temptation of
pleasure-riding, have now come to the
established habit of a drive on .every
pleasant Sunday afternoon. This breaks
up Sunday reading. The union of the
family after the churel) services in some

common and familiar exercises appropri-

ate to the day, of singing, reading, or
Biblical study, has been ey
from
such families. The children are growing °
up with loose views of the sanctity of
Sabbath hours, with a light appreciation
of the pulpit discourses—often never attending the preaching service—and with
an utter loss of this mighty moulding intellectual and moral force which has, in
past years, developed such noble characters in New England.—Zion’s Herald.
o-B-bo

the midst.of our dear mission circle, and the
scenes of so many years of labor,
Itis a law
of our nature, to love most those persons and

the country is going to the dogs, and are not the mark
who never give a vote to save. 1tis de- power.
served by the men who found fault with
every movementof
the war and never

“and for which,
7

Our beloved country, all ablaze

we. have
i

with

gos-

carried
a musket.

say

sions, as too limited for rides, to substan-

ed.

objects, for whom

who

learning. The thoughtful sermons of her
ministry’ quickened the minds of ‘their
hearers and awakened animated and improving discussion. The custom of having, until within a short period,: two sermons on the Sabbath, and of attending
both, saved the day from pleasure-taking
and secured the devotion of the intermis-

and .yery often my heart longs to be back in

toiled and prayed the most.

It is deserved by the men

public schools or higher institutions’ of

There is a sacredness in tears.
of weakuess,

They

but Wf

Itis deserved by the
{
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LOVE

OF THE FATHER.

DAILY READINGS.
God’s love of the world. John 3: 1422,
God’s love of disciples. 1 John 8: 1-18.
. The Father in Christ. John 14: 1-15.
1.07e manifested. John 14: 15-81, °
Goii’s daily gifts. Psalm 108.
.
The God of all grace, 1Pet. 5:1-11,
The love of the Father. 1John 4: 7—16.

GOLDEN

TEXT:

We

Jirst loved us.

love him

because

he

1 John 4:19
1 Fon

4:

7-16,

Notes and Hints.
*‘Beloved.”:

This term shows that John

felt for disciples the love which he’ so
magnifies in his epistle. In no, other
epistle is; this epithet so frequently addressed to Christians. “Let us Jove one
another,” All men are brothers, and need,
above all, to heed this exhortation. Love
would fill the, church and the earth with

peace.
“Love 1s of God.” The spirit of love is
the spirit of God. “All pure love in us
comes from God

as its source.

He

im-

parts love; the worlddximputts hatred and
selfishness.

«Is born of God.” To be born of God,
is to be a child of God, and to have something of the nature of God. John has
elsewhere said he that ‘believeth that
Jesus is the Christ is'born of God.” ‘The
relation of Christian’ love to Christian
faith ' is therefore intimate.
'**Knoweth
God.” Not theoretically, bat practically ;

STAR,

NOVEMBE, Ui i
~YBut successful rocking athe
“panied by persistent earnest a

BE TRUE.

There are persons

| ways

MORN ING

-—
For

whom

yeu can

believe,’ because. you, know

‘have the habit of telling the truth.

al-

they

eh lly

They

. trou 11’ who

3
ne
“pe dlEvioso.uI. BALL, D. D.

do not “‘celor” a. Story of enlarge a bit of

news in order to make it sound fine or reThe first generations of American Bapmarkable.
There are others whom yon hardly tists wére noted Tér charity, 16¥e of likerIn this respect
know whether to believe or not, because ty and independence.
they stretch things so. A trifling inci- they copied ufter their brethren in Engdent grows in size, but not in quality, by Jand. Though disputations, opinionated,
passing through their mouths. They take and ardent, liberty was their watchword,
a small fact or slender bit of news and pad and this restrained all. tendencies to proit with added words, and paint it with scription. Surrounding opposition, which
high-colored udjectives, until it is largely often amounted to hatred and contempt,
unreal and gives a false impression. And
also favored forbearance and fiaternal
Yet ‘they
one does not like to listen to folks when sympathy among themselves.
80 much must be ‘allowed for shrink- were beset, somewhat, by men who ‘insisted upon making their awn convietions
age.”
“Cultivate the habit of telling the truth the law for the whole brotherhood, and disin little things as well as in great ones. owning such as declined to submit, Roger
Pick your words wisely, and use only such Williams, even, became dissatisfied with the
as rightly mean what you wish to say. chorch he had organized, and separated
Never *‘stretch” a story or a fact to make
fron¥ it. But the spirit of love and forit. seem bigger or funnier. Do this, and ‘bearance generally prevailed.
people will learn to trust you and respect
Several churches were severely Calvinyou. - This will be better than baving a istic, but wrought in’ fellowship with
name for telling wonderful stories, or those of different views ; those that pracmaking foolish and falsely. ‘‘fanny” reticed ‘* laying-on-of-hands,”
fraternized
marks. There are enough true funny
with ‘others that did not esteem that rite
things happening in the world, and they required in the gospel; a few regarded
are most entertaining when told just ex- feet- washing an. ordinance
of Christ,
actly as they come to pass.
;
while ‘the: more purt ‘were otherwise
Dear young friends, be true. Do the minded ; singing
in public worship was
truth, Tell the truth. There are many
rejected by, some congregatipns, and apfalse tongues. Let yours ‘speak the proved by others; two or three: ehurches
things that are pure, lovely, trae.—8. 8. observed the Sey ‘nth Day as Sac bath,and
Advocate,
the others, the First; some held that pcOB
4-0
40-4

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NOTES.
If there is one fact above another, says

the S. S. Tvmes, which stands out to the

|

EY

: be found of thee

ov

felt - it

in “the

lender

was for

years

(

Sle

+My dear friends could you see ae
preciate the value of this 'peaceful,

apindi-

vidual acquaintance with your God,—
your best Iriopdop geri or in heaven,—
4g dn earrest effo

x x! ot First chiirch in ! hoi bo 1

pk

in the *

Seekest me wilh all thine h

/

come.
The Callenders were a
Baptist ministers for three generations.
Eli

Idiot feel, feel inexpressibly,

nd him would not be

delayed another day.~
his son, followed him in the pastorate.
Jon, his grandson, was, ata; later peri- |, But do not. forget. |

—

This acquaiutance

ol

v of the Zreatness

and the

and

want

ripeness

of laborers,

{ Did not out Lord say, * Pray ye therefore
the Lord of the harvest that he will send
forth laborers into his harvest”?

Is there

any duty more imperative at this time WH
that of such prayer? I
uld hed

thing,—a day of fasting ‘ad

payer,

“over Christendom, a duy oft repeated, N

faithful laborers in this great, ripe, per-

od, pastor of the First church in New- ‘mustbe sought on, ‘his own terms, Al- ishing harvest,
port. A sermon by John Callender, at ways right himself, he makes no comproAt Marion, Broadway, East Liberty,
the ordination. of Jeremiah Condy over mises, and the first hopeful step in this and other points in Ohio, we met hitches
the First church in Boston, 1739, Tepre- direction must be gelf-abnegation. ** Ex- and persons for, whom, and with
sents the views of these men, the posi- cept. a man deny himself and take up his we labored in our boyhood min ay
tion of Mr. Condy, that of the Boston and cross, he can not be my. disciple.”
some of whom we had not met, for more
Newport churches, the position of the | A failure to appreciate..this imperative than a score of years, ' How gratifying to
Swansea church, from whose covenant prerequisite, iis doubtless ground of more ‘meet with these, but how painful to. mark
the quotation given is made, and’ the sad failures in the Christian life than all the changes a scorws oF Years have
temper of ministers and churches gener- other causes blended. Hence, to insure wrought.
ally, that fellowshiped and honored such success, you must make up your mind in
Before reaching home we attended the
men.
There is no record ‘anywhere, the outset, to substitute, so far as you can first session proper of our Consolidated
of serious ‘dissent from the views express. learn it, God's will for. your own.. In
Yeurly Meetingof Inwao. The .orgavizaother words, place your hand in. his fa- tion’ was complét
ed, but any evidences thai the Callen-

ders and "Mr. Condy,

together

with

the

churches under their care, were held
in high esteem throughout the brother-

hood.
In

the sermon referred to,

der said, *“ But

I have

Mr. Callen

trespassed

too

much upon your patience already, and
shall only beg

glorious

leave to add, that’

principle, which

if

that

therly hand, not to jead but

So thought the awakened

of

soul when

he

prayed, ** Lord, what wilt thou have me
to, do?”
In future nymbers L will endeavor to
point out some of the ‘* good” that may
be secured by such acquaintance, in. the
different stages of life.
1,
C.

ed, and” thé machinery

set in motion, by which our peaple of . lowa, hope to do better work, and

of

ness, perseverance, and eticiency ‘of ‘the
several committees having the different
branches of the work in charge,
>

ALL THINGSTU ALL

A ROUND TRIP,

the

me

it, for our own Zion’ and’ the'
‘common
cause. Much depends upon the prompt-

Bed ae on 2 dbs

Was a funda-

mental article in the constitution

to be led.

BY G. A

MEN,

cunLER,

Pr

4?

[first Bapuist church gathered fn this prov‘inge (Swansea church), could be fully
acted upon, we wight with the utmost
host and
easional ‘communion
with - unimmersed propriety join the heavenly
Christians was entirely proper, “others sing, Glory to God in the highest; peace

at Dover, und back again, might reasona: . ministers were—well—laay,because they
g-nerally

thought jt improper; the unimmersed
, were received to full fellowsbip in a lew
‘instances, while the majority disapproved such
a polity; yet, they esteemed each

ing affurded some ilems we would

BY

REV.
¥.J0/5¢
IC

8,

bly ‘afford material

worthy

of thought,

and possibly of expression as well. Our
on earth,and good will toward and among | last trip to and
from the Corporators’ meet-

men.

For they declared in th ir church

I usedto think when I was a boy, that

Fiom Iowa to theFreewill Baptist hub

expected somebody else totake
care of their hors.s for them.
Take care of your own horse,my brather; atany rate show" your willingness so

be perimpartial gbserver of pivneer religious
covenant, That union to Chris was the sole mitted lo mention.
to do; You may thereby wina soul to
work in this, country. it is that the andeground of their communion with each olhTo
any
one
it
is
worth
the
requisite Christ.
nominational neighborhood Sunday-school other
as regular Baptists, co-operated in er, and that they were readyto accept of time and cust to pass through, however
We go out for a ministerial walk. We
is commonly the beginning of organized - Christian work, and aided each other in receive to, and hold church communion
feel tired and heavy headed|iby study,
hastily, - that busiest’ city of the States,
religious effort in our newer communities : labors and expenses.
with all, such as, in a Judgment of charity, that marvel of the age, Chicago,
‘| and think we will not do much for Christ
not in respect to all the attributes, but in
forty
‘and that from this beginning there i progwere
fellow
members
with
them
in
their
head
Thomas Gould, being hard pragséd by
‘respect to the character of God, ‘for God
years ago the muddiest (ttle village of to-day,
ress—inore or less rapid—to permanent
Christ
Jesus,
though
differing
in
such
conButsee, there is a man’ over in that
opponents
in
Boston,
Juhn
Clark
and
oththe
West, anid now the city boasting hal
is love.” By love one enters into the di:
denominational work,
er strong men were sent from Newport troversial points as are not absolutely and » million of people, and conducting al- field at work. I wonder if he is a Chrisvine nature. ‘For God ws love Not
essentially necessary to salvation.
en
most every branch of business in a de- tian. Now don't pass by indifferently don't
justice, nor will, mor sovereign power,
A good way to conduct your class fer a to assist in a discussion; Nickolas Eyres
During this century of weakness, trials gree one hardly durés
and
bis
little
church
in
Gold
street,
New
to name lest he hesitate 10 climb over the fence and heartbut love. What an exalted view of God!
Sunday or wore, for variety, may be to
and
discouragement
tides,
of
belief
were
York,
asked
belp
‘in
paying”
for
their
create
suspicion
Nowhere else is God thas characterized. take a piece of paper atthe beginning and
upon his truth and ve- ily bid the man good day,try your hand at
the cradle or scythe, or hoe, plow or at
Consider, then, the confidence with which write down all the questions that different house of worship, and the churches in changeable, according to the convictions racity.
of
influential
teachers..
Sometimes
one
Or,
any man may ceme to God. . Think, too, members of the ‘class can suggest; and R. L. sent them thirty pounds in cash, and.
We know not the reason why our F. any other work that is at hand,
phase of thought, then another was up- W. B.
ee,
that
tramster
on
the
street
is
in
tiouthirteen
barrels
of
cider;
the
churen
in
interests in Chicago
of the sin of representing God as a frigid they will be hkely to cover most ‘of the
h «ve not sucpermost; churches that began belivyving
object of terror. important points. Then use these que-- Swansea, Muss., sent their pastor John in p rticalar atonement often changed to “ceed. d,but we do know that we vught to ble. Take hold and help him to start that
have a model church,chusches, in this beart load ; and don’t desert bim till all is well.
* Was manifested the. love of God.” ‘1f tions instead of your own or those.in the Miles, te Boston, Newport, und other
faith in” general redemption; churches
Dy this for Jesus” sake. The blister
places,
to
aid
and
encourage
the
biéthren,
of the West, though the whole ‘West be
God is love, he can not keep his love con- boek. We have known this plan to» work
that at first thought it sinful to sing in taxed
on
the hand, or that little spot of mud on
greatly
to
their
comtort;
Chase
Brown,
for
its
support,
until becoming
cealed.
To those he loves he will show
admirably, exciting great interest. Try
the successor of Ruger Williams, in Prov- public worship, changed to singing ; such self-supporting.
What if we have failed vour boots or coat, seems a glorious gem,
his affection, and in ways befitting a God. it, especially if you have a grown-up
pla. form once, failures
idence, abounded in service for church- as started on a liberal commu
are tometimes the very if, through our little self-deuial,a soul has
‘His only begotten Son.” The only son class.
changed to restrictive rom
some c.nditions of success. We
"
|
es
on
every
hand;
Ellis
Callender
and
his
can not af- found the Saviour.
is tenderly loved. When God gave Christ
tbat began un a restrictive basis became ford to
If willingly our pastoral life
is spent
No
one
thing
is
more
trying
to
superin_son_klisha,
who
followed
him
in.
the.pas~}.~
surrender
our
hold
upon
Chi-age
~to-die for us; h= gave the highvst possible
broad
and
liberal.
But
none
of
these
something
alter
this
manner,
var
preachtendents,
perbaps,
than
to
ask
one
and
At Cleveland we mit our deur Brother
torate of the Boston church, made fre= expression of his love for us. Our words
changes seem to have broken the bonds and Sister Phillips,
ing
will
nut
be
in
vain.
another,
in
vam,
to
take
the
place
quent
circuits
to
the
churches,
greatly
to
recently from Tada,
do not call up any just idea of this love.
their edification ; Elias Reach went forth of fellowship among them. The act of dis- and their daughter. He is feeble in body,
The putting under our knees a hand“That we might live through him.” We of an a'sent teacher for the day. But
owning a Bapti t church that adhered to es- but vigorous, youthful even, fn
spirit. kerchief during prayer gives to the young
live through his ‘death by accepting re- this can usually be avoided by securing from Pennepek, Pa., north, south and sential evangelical principles,
was unheard Though so long in India,
a list of the adult scholars 6r members of west, in fellowship with sll the churches,
and away from the idea that we are very nice, hduce
demption, pardon and newness of spirit
of during all that period. They had faith ° the States, he is feeling an interest,
adult classes beforehand, who will agree dving them
essential
service;
the
a comes a spirit of cold reserve on the part
from him. Then his words and spirit
in the power of truth to make its wav,
to
take
classes
in
such
an
emergency.
winisters
generally,
whether
holding
burden
of
soul,
of those around us, rather than a hearty
even,
for
our
denominabreathe life into our souls. ‘Herein 4s
Talk the subject over with them private- particular or general views, however dif- without the aid of hateful decrees of dis- ‘tion aad its work, we have seldum seen social feeling.
love.” That is, love in its highest form,
feringon minor points of doctrine’ or fellowship against churches that Christ in those who have lived in the very view
How guarded we must be lest meat of
Jove in its most striking exhibition. * ‘Not ly, showing tnem the necessity for such
approved, and they did not feel it.a
i
duty
work,
and
they
will
be
likelyto
give
their
practice,
co-operated
in
efforts
to
build
this
sort cause our brother to offend, and
of
all
that
should
inspire our people.
that we loved God” This is s4id in'alluup the churches and extend the kingdem! to follow every divergence from the faith- He hopes, and 1:t us pray, that
keep some even from the kingdom y
"sion to the remark before noticed, that promise to respond, even if they shall find
he
may
or usage of their respective churches,
be spared to our and the common cause God. We are not only to work in the
“love is of God.” * “He loved us.” Hence it irksome or unpleasant to do so. But it of Christ.’ This fraternal feeling finally
with sharp blows of condemnation.
culminated
in
founding
what
is
now
ought.to
be
uuderstood
that,
whenever
pit, but help our fellowmen in thelr’ 4
yet
many years,
we did not need an atonementto make
oto
Brown’ University, in 1764, at ‘Warren,
possible,
a
teacher
who
is
to
be
ab-ent
dinary
labor wherever we meet them.
Here,
also,
we
met
again
our
good
Godpropitious towards us. Before Christ
shall ¢ither notify the superintendent in R. I. It was removed to Providence in
SAU0UAT MANOS WITH GoD.
Brother Patch, spending the Sabbath “Then our influence will be worth -someeame, God loved us the same as now.
| advance, ‘or, what is perhaps better, pro- 1770, and placed under the fosteling care
i
I.
i
with him and his flock, The present con- thing in helping them to heaven.
“The propitiation.”
To propitiate is
3
of the powerful church in that ‘place,
vide a substitute.—Congregationalist.
Sl
dition
of oar, church in this city is proof
* to appease and render favorable ‘to us an
# Aequaint now thyself with God and Be at
though iv'was then well known'to be Ar- peace. Thereby good shall‘come unto thee.”
of ihe wisdom, of Brother, P.in_ pitching
- offended party. ‘Christ did not literally
LIFB INSURANCE.
:
Simplify those Sunday-school prayers!
evoted to laying~} An old man; having closed up the ‘more his tent on new ground, the Suth Side,
[n the ‘Star of Oct.’ 8; Dr. Ball, under
appease the wrath of God; for God loved We heard one Sundsy-school ‘superin- minjnn in beli
a
on-of hands, us an ordinauce; - The, pro- active ‘duties of life and waiting ‘at’ the newer portion of
us’; ‘and s0 sent Christto us. ‘But Christ," tendent pray, “0 God, fill us with divine
the, city, needing a the above caption, recommends'& ‘certain
nounced
Calvinistic churches: in and river ‘which divides the present from the church, aware
of it, and williz
by his sacrifice, made it consistent for | essence which permeates thy divinity,and
Jo help|; method which, it seems to me, i# dpen to
around Philadelphia heartily participated great dintried future, —feels moved by Jove build it.
;
The gburch property | 8 valu- serious objections,
God to forgive and save us. In:this sense makes us divine in our matures; that we in this arrangement.
to leave! with you, through rthis: medium, able one, and out of debt, :
1. As the entire number insured must
- "he was the propitiation for our sins. For may exemplify in our lives the measure
con:
int th
our 3ins.” Our sing’ made’ necessary the of ‘thine own infiiftude I" Resignation 4 The communion qfiestion wag relegat- -some’ thoughts gathered from’ ‘the ‘Bible, gregation
abba. pay the full ‘affiount ‘of ‘the insurance,
officesof Christ. ‘They were'in' ithe way would be in order in that’ school, i.e, ed to each local church, in ‘those days, and from the experience and obsefvation school, , Bumberiag. nearly three bund red, thiere can be no gain, but a loss
of the oxlife ; asking of you x: patient, is 4 rare promise of Srovih to the.
like : other’ matters. of ; miner interest.’ of along
penses: which must be met Siruetiy or inof God's saving us, until Christ atoned for the. resignation of. the superintendent.
church
— Some churches, like. that in Swansea ; the candid reading,’ promising: that if ryou in the future.
directly.
them. ‘Jf God 0 loved-us." Since God Christian at Work.
First in Boston ; that in. RE2sepek Pa ; will‘bear with his clumsy style, hor will
./3. For every one dying before. fraser:
Leaving Cleveland we were soon Inaded
el
i himself
has Toved ‘us; since hehas loved
[- in Dover. ‘The Corporators’ nieeting was, oge has been paid by him, some one eis
< ms'to sacha’ degree, since .he loved us,
It must be said, to the praise |of English the First in Newport, and “probably tke give yoi‘sound, practical advice.
First in Providence, inclined to free com: » Dedr friends; ‘you have: arted. on a we ‘hope, satisfactory to
even us, in our sins,the least we can do is Sunday:sehools, that, in ithe fice of many
the people whom ‘must pay more; so that every gain must
to love owe smother. «»
iia sid
nor |
obstacles, and fia spite of poor rotmp, munion’; Ellis Callender, ‘John Miles and tong journey, stretching away into the »we serve. It has been already suffigiently | be met by a corresponding loss.
8. The death rate being -smagll| for the
‘““Hath seen God." Manifestations of ‘which are yet the prevailing rule, thére is ‘Elisha: Callender; were 'prondunéed in| unseen. Cotsequently; whatever: affects | reported, of one thing we. feel quite sure,
God's presdnce
havé been seen, but God an amouat of close, thorough study of, the fuvur of this practice, “while ‘others: were" the individual’ throughout this Jiro that if our F, W. B. preachers, apd repre- fret few years, must of necessity be. ln- himself is invisible. *'God. dwelleth in Scriptures, a directness of application, and’ indifferent or opposed to it. - | Fheir sur” 6 digtence must be! of great fioment, |
sentative laymen, "h d been lookers on, creased in later life, when, ast frequently
In order to the better un desbtanding. of and listeners, learpfog ‘all the. fact in the happens, we areinot as well ableito pay.
ws. - 1, God (is. love; if, then, love like an earnestness of manner in, teacher and roundings were not favorable to .liberalioThe only ' possible advantage to be
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G. F. MOSHER,
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T

Editor.

All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

OHRISTIANITY IN THE UNITED
STATES.

The Rev. Dr.

Philip Schaff, of New

York, prepared for the late Conference of

the Evangelical Alliance, held at Basle,
in August last, a Report on the state
of Christianity in this country, which has
been printed in a document of more than
sixty pages and is replete with interest
« for present perusal, and valuable for
future reference. The work is done in
the thorough and comprehensive style for
which Dr. Schaff is noted.
After a brief introduction on the course
of progress in modern civilization and an
equally brief general comparison of

Europe and America, Dr. Schaff goes directly toward

the heart of his subject.

The progress of the United States during
the first century of their independent existence is one of the marvels in modern
history. This progress is as marked in
the religious history of the nation as in
any other department. In the year 1776
there were, as nearly as can be ascertained, about 2200 ministers and 2500 churches

in this country. In 1876 the number was
"known to be more than 56,000 ministers and 88,000 churches. The population
of the United States is drawn from all
European nations, and in it Africa and
some parts of Asia have a perceptible
representation. The European elements

are gradually being amalgamated, thus

forming a new race, different in some respects from any that has preceded it.
The other elements, for the most part, remain distinct. So American Christianity
is gathering into itself materials from all

the denominations

*

known

in - Europe.

_ With the single exception of the Greek
church,
the historical sects are all
represented. Asin the membership, so
in the belief, there is a gradual work of
assimilation in progress.
The Church and State are entirely in-

dépendent of each other.

The experi-

ment of a * Free Church in a Free State”
has succeeded,

and

nobody

desires

any

change. Religious freedom is one of ‘the
sacred rights of man, and is an important

safeguard of all

other

freedom.

Not-

withstanding the separation of Church
and State, tho American nation isa Chris-

tian nation.

Christian institutions

and

seeking public

favor,

enlists this agency in its service. Newspapers are abundant and cheap. Many
of them are excellent. Much of the highest talent of the country is employed on
the religious newspapers, of which many
hundred thousands are printed every

.| week. Religious magazines and theological Reviews abonnd and are well sustained.
The church is fully awake to the value
and importance of this instrument for
promoting its interests and is using it
more effectively every year.
We have thus given a very imperfect
resume of some of the principal topics
treated of by Dr. Schaff in this very admirable Report.

We have, to a great ex-

tent, used his own language in doing so,
but no one can appreciate the amount of
labor bestowed upon it, without a careful
reading of the entire document. Itis an
honorto the American church that she
has a foster-son nble and willing to do
this excellent service for

her,

and

who,

in returning to his native land, as her
representative, so fittingly and fully illus-

trates her spirit and principles.
SIGNIFICANT AND HOPEFUL.
Long Island Baptists are improving.
A great change has been wrought among
them since 1874, when they repelled Marcy Avenue church from fellowship, because it agserted baptism to be only an
‘« orderly precedent” to the Lord's supper,
rather than a qualifying prerequisite.
Dr.
Jeffery,
the pastor, ‘was
disowned

for

his

liberality,

= and

all

who dared to sympathize with him were
esteemed infected with dangerous heresy.

unit, nor a confederation of churches. It
Is divided into many
denominations.
But
denominationalism
is not sectarianism. The former is not inconsistent with true catholicity of spirit;
the latter is only an extended selfishness.
The denominations have sprung from the
Protestant Reformation and the Puritan
eommotion; they represent historical
phases of Christianity; they multiply

agencies for Christianizing the land and

the world, and stimulate a noble rivalry
in all good works; there is really astrong
spirit of union among them, so that they
work harmoniously together in many im-

portant Christian enterprises.
!
Theological education is now receiving

much attention, even among those denom-

which

formerly neglected

it, presents religious truth in an attractive
and suitable form to young children; it

promotes the proper observance of the
Sabbath ; it

scatters

the

seed

of new’

ting back to the ancient platform of liberty. - This Association is one of the largest
and most influential in the nation, and by
its action fairly indicates the currents of
thought ameng the more intelligent portions of the Baptist denomination.
The history of this church is remarkable. Six years ago, it had less than
one hundred members; now it reports

boring

churches

York.

The

in Brooklyn

chief

and

increase

though

New

has

been

more

than

200 have joined by letter, from other Bapship in a liberal church.

The pastor, and

a corps

wise

of

faithful

and

workers,

have gathered this grand harvést, without evangelistic help from abroad. The

blessing

of

God

has . thus.

signally

vindicated the generous stand this church
at first assumed, and the brave attitude of
the talented pastor. The right has triumphed.

. How

could

the

Association

longer stand out against this testimony of
God? 1t has done wisely to accept the
lesson, and correct its mistake,

Dr.

}

Jeffery’s position is invulnerable.

Baptism

is undoubtedly the

¢orderly

precedent” of most Christian duties and
privileges. The New Testament everywhere associates it with the beginning of
discipleship, not as a necessity to it, but a

formal expression of it, and,’'as a wmatter of order, it should there be observed.
But there is a wide difference between

“orderly

precedents”

and

qualifying

*¢ prerequisites.” When baptism is made a
prerequisite, it is forced to an unauthorized attitude, in conflict

with

the

temper

and scope of the Gospel. There is not the
slightest hint in the Scriptures, that baptism qualifies for, or is a condition of,
privileges or duties that, in regular order,

trol

suggested, and all temptation is removed

for making it a pivot of proscription, or
oppression. Sincere Christians, who trip
ona point of * order,” can not be

with such as stumble

in

the

classed

case

of a

* prerequisite.”

incidental matter, the latter in one essen-

tion except England.

These nations con-

The former errs in an

tial ; the former mistakes a rule of order,

the latter violates a vital
law ; the former
disturbs the symmetry and : regularity

of

the formu life, the latter strikes at the

fundamental elements

the maritime
and commercial interests | Of course the severity

of the world and seem to have been en-
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tism will be doubly effective.
Dr. Jeffery has done more for the Baptists in America than he presumes to

makes an.appeal to the friends of tem-

claim.

The battle of close communion is

practically over; time and
do the rest.

The

shell

thought

will

is broken,

and

the force of love will at length fling off
the incumbrance.
Those familiar with the currents of
thought among the more intelligent,confess
the steady advance of liberal views on this
subject. Southern Baptist papers speak

advisedly when they accuse the Northern
brethren of rapidly retreating from the old
prerequisite dogma. They have a right to
make

the

accusation,

and

the

Marcy

Avenue case may justly bequoted in proof.
Freewill Baptists have long borne testimony for the orderly observance of baptism, while firmly objecting to the mystical prerequisite theory, and this reform
in the larger branch of the family delights
them greatly, because it portends unity
and fraternity among Baptists at no distant day.

no

one

acquainted

with

methods of work and the results

their

attained

by them can doubt. . Much of this work
is familiar to many

of our

readers

need not be spoken of at this time.
ing the past year the Executive

and

Dur-

Commit-

tee, having charge of the work in: the
United States and British America, has
held, in fourteen cities of the States,
*¢ Conferences” in which they have gath-

ered together, in the parlors of some pri-

. A

such
they
Asbeen

thousand

led to take an interestin it, and

a new

Society

ness Department sustains itself and does
a great deal to sustain the purely missionary department of the Society's work.

The character ofthe books, papersand tracts
published by this Society is well known

and

3

en oi

vne

the ripest scholarship;

would be eagerly sought for to fill the

highest positions in the church at home.
;|

]
Having passed through a the following plan’: / Lik the ‘pastor take

eme———

Hearth

No

oF

‘apology

em

Rev.

p—————

J, Pamures,

need be offered

1). D.

for

mak-

ing repeated mention of this topic in
the Star, for in every part of our denom-

to our readers. They are among the best ination, ave hundreds who are anxious to
and the cheapest offered to the public. know the latest intelligence from him.
From many quarters calls come to it for
a pure temperance literature for gratuitous distribution. These calls the mana-

gers are endeavoring to answer,and to do
80 need the gencrous contributions of
friends of the cause. Money given to aid
in this work is sure to be wisely invested.
The management is wise and prudent;
the books and papers are good ; the meetings held by the Society are important
and influential ; the whole cause is worthy
and we commend it to the friendly regard
of our patrons. A Thanksgiving Offering
is asked. Let it be made by many. It
large, but,

of

course,

the

We are sorry to be compelled to say

that

he does not continue to improve, as at
first seemed probable. His sufferings are
severe and it would, indeed, be a relief
to him to ** depart and be with Ch rist.”
In the midst of all his pain, his trust in

God is strong, his hope buoyant and his
spirit resigned to the will of the Lord.

less from the

cirtular,

and

returns

are

tinues and is likely to go on for some time

pastors took the Morning

they

ought

to

be,

of the life itself.

which might be

ready become very important and bids
fair to be productive of exceedingly valuable results. The work among the rail-

road men has been in progress longer,
and is of itself a wonderfully interesting feature of the general work. Many
of the leading railroad officials in our
country are heartily in sympathy with the
work, and not a few are personally engaged in it. In almost every instance,
where it has been introduced, the Compa-

nies have given it a hearty support and
contributed liberally to its maintenance.
In one case thgyCompany gives this work
the credit of so improving its service as
to materially increase its annual divi-

dends to its stockholders,
mightbe said in praise

A great deal
of the methods

and results already reached in this work.
In every department these Associations
are aiming to do a much needed and very
important work for the young men of our
land, and are usually meeting with a
very gratifying success in accomplishing
what they have undertaken. They deserve the sympathy and support of all
Christian people.
hah
on oo

themselves

so doing by saying that they

have

in

told

nothing but the truth. A decent regard
ought to be had to the fitness of things,
even in 80-.good a matter as telling the
truth. Not unfrequently feelings have
been wounded needlessly, and sometimes
no small amount of mischief has beeu
done by an indiscreet truthfulness. There
was no need of saying anything. No one
would have been harmed if the nimbletounged truth-teller had kept silent, and
the simple fact that a thing is true does
not make it necessary

that

monopoly of them.
They are controlled by no patents. In them every one
may invest and run no risk of robbery, or
of ruin by defaulters and forgers. * Lay

up for yourselves durable riches.”

pulpit, and after calling

Star

the

~——1It is humiliating to be compelled to
believe
third of
market
articles

that in many localities about onethe voters are practically ia the
at every election, and yet if the
of ‘* FREEMAN" in the N. ¥. Inde-

pendent are trustworthy, as they seem
be, there is reason to fear it.

Ttis a

it should

be

told. A word fitly spoken” is the word
that is needed and that has a reason for
being uttered.
——PROBABLY several hundred sermons
on Faith have been preached in this
country during the last month, and no
little study has been directed to learning
what the Bible teaches on the subject. It
is to be hoped that clearer ideas have been
gained and a juster appreciation of both
the power and the privilege of faith has
been acquired by the teachers ‘and scholars of our Sunday-schools. If all this
study and instruction results, as it ought,
in a general quickening of the dormant

to
sad

commentary on the value placed upon the
elective franchise by a large portion of
our citizens, and an evidence of a lamentable lack of conscience among them.
What shall be said of intelligent men,
political

leaders,

candidates

for

office,

who are willing to traffic in this kind of
merchandise?
They not only damage
but do an infinite amount

it is,

of mischief to

those with whose principles they tamper.
It does not help the matter to say, what,
perhaps, may often be true, that these

purchasable voters were already bankrupt in morals, No one has a right to lead

another into wrong doing, even though he

may be .already

hunting

for

the path

thereto.
~——THE trouble with ministers in respect
to their salaries is quite as likely 10 arise
from the uncertainty as to when they will
be paid, as from the smallness of the

sal-

ary itself.
The utter lack of system
which prevails in many churches and the
feeble sense of responsibility in regard to

the payment of the salary is a source of
perpetual anxiety and discomfort io many
a minister. To know that on « fixed day

of each month he will surely

receive a

definite sum of money, will put to flight
an army of intruders that would otherwise haunt his imagination

and

interfere

with all his plans for study and work, and
come between him and his people on
many an occasion when nothing ought to
separate them.
>-o

>

:

CAUTION.
A young man by the name
of Libby claims to be a member of the
Bates Theological School, and agent for
the Morning Star and for the sale of our
books, and in these ways has fraudulently

obtained money.

Bewareof him.

look lout for the rascals

scribes

in

another

that

Also

‘J. 5.”

de

column.

seeds of faith in thousands of hearts, ‘all
over the land, so that faith shall spring IZ" REV. JACOB ABBOTT, best known as &

justified in dealing with the latter error

up full of life, bud and blossom into good

-puision.

Let this be the confessed policy |

of Baptists, and the odium

gendered

by

prohibitory communion will trouble and
hinder their prosperity no longer, and

ol

influences of the Holy Spirit may

so de-

scend upon the work done as to produce
out of it a glorious harvest.

had been

v

in

:

failing health

.

[814

for some

time, and his death was not unlooked for,

but Gen. Hooker died suddenly and un-

de.

the end sought will be more fully attain.
ed and at the same time the Asso. will be

relieved of what heretofore has been a
burden. Every man who feels an in.
terest in the Central Association ought to

have a copy of the minutes. They will
contain, besides a full account of the meet.
ing at Norwich, the Treasurer's account ;
the Corresponding Secretary's report; a
summary of our work in India, and many
of the resolutions passed by the board of
during the pust year.

of

his congregation to it asked for volunteer
subscribers. As a result he sends us the
names of thirty-two

persons,

with

cash,

' to whom the Star
is to be sent on trial.
Are there not other pastors and congregations to follow both his example

and

congregation?

his

|

We have

before

remarked

that one

of the

pressing needs of the denomination to-day is
of more home missionary work, and also that
one of its grandest opportunities is in that

direction.

Bro. Pelley’s letter from

Arkansas

is a case In point.
At the recent anniversary of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, the Bishop of Gloucester referred to the labor required for the trans-

lation of the Bible, and said that though portions of the Scriptures had been translated
into two bundred tongues, only fifty-six had
the whole Bible, so that

the

still

a holy

an

arduous

and

missionaries

work

had

before

;

Dean Stanley, while

agreeing

that immer

sion is the apostolic and Scriptural mode
baptism, yet argues that other forms,

of
as

sprinkling, may be used; on the ground that
“ the spirit which lives and moves in buman
society can over-ride even the most sacred ordinances.” If that may be done in respect to
baptism, why may it not. also be done with
reference to any one or the whole of the ten
commandments?
:
Admirers of Ruskin may now see

‘a

collec-

tion of his drawings at Noyes & Blakeslee’s
in Boston. The exhibition, which comprises
106 drawings, is due to Prof. Norton,

vard, who is ao enthusiastic

kin.

admirer

of

Har-

of Rus-

Tbe series comprises all the drawings

belonging to Prof. Norton, and a large aumber

sent by Mr. Ruskin himself, so that it is more
complite and nearly twice as large as the collection exhibited in London last year, in connection with drawings by Turner.

Denominational Hetos.
Oentral Association Notes.

The Minutes of the tenth annual meeting
of the Central Association are now ready
for the churches. The cost of publishing
and mailing the minutes to the churches
has always been a heavy burden upon the
Association. “The
propriety of discontinulug the practi®®has from time to. time
been discussed, but the Trustees have ever
felt that the churches would be largely
benefited by being, in this way, kept informedof the doings of the Association.
The osficers of the Asso. have willingly
yielded to the demand from the churches
for retrenchment in the running expenses.
It is believed the minimum has been
reached in every matter except the pub-

lishing of the mibutes, which last year

cost the society over sixty dollars. But
the Trustees have at last hit upon a noble
plan of retrenchment even in’ this matter
—a plan all may appreciate and in which
we hope all the churches will co-operate.
The Corresponding Secretary is instruct
ed to ask the churches to contribute a
sum equal to five cents a copy for every
copy distributed in their respective congregation. Now let it be understood, the
minutes are not for sale. Each church

may have as many copies as they desire,
and 1nay have them whether they contribute or not. We only ask that the churches
after receiving the minutes contribute
what they feel able to do toward detraying the expense of publishing and mailing,

The minutes will be sent out as: fast as
ordered. We hope the pastors will move

in this matter at once, for upon them

depend the success of “the

will

undertaking.

| We trust the pastors will not wait to ask

their congregations how many they suppose can be sold, but send at once for as
many as they need. We would suggest

The minutes have

pect the churches want them and are
willing to pay the cost of printing and
mailing. Let the orders come thick and
fast.
:
Rev. A. E. Wilson, pastor of the North
Scriba church, is in feeble health from
over work. His church must give him a
vacation or he will break down in the
midst of his usefulness.

* J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.
-ro-+e

Western Notes,

into his

attention

them.

their own moral character, such as

CURRENT TOPICS.
——*“A JUDICIOUS silence is better than the
truth spoken without charity,” says an old
maxim, and itis as good as it is old.
Some people feel called upon to tell all
they know, without regard to time or
circumstances, and justify

towards God and man,” is a treasure to be
guarded with more jealous care than the
most costly jewels. And these riches are
open to the possession of all. There is no

We

served, and feel assured that in this way

Gb
*re

and

in the confidence reposed in one by those
who know him best and are not afraid to
trust him. A conscience *“ void of offense

them.

sire that the minutes be read and pre-

A Goop ExamprLe. The last Sunday in
October one of our enterprising Michigan

that, if their business can not be wholly
BRIEF NOTES.
suppressed, it will be compelled to give
The bigotry of some professed Christians
up the use of the mails. We hope, too,
that the war against them will be pushed will sink them quite as low as the vanity of
others.
into all church-fairs and festivals where
"Prof, Philip Schafl repeats the old adage that
they are introduced. It needs only a few * History repeuts itself,” but he puts a good
wholesome lessons, at the bar of the po- strong * never” in it.
lice-court, to set the church right, and if
Tennessee is orthodox. In the recent trial
they are needed let them be given at of a case in one of her courts the testimony of
once, by Rev. Henry Morgan, or any oth- -a-certaln witness could not be received because
er man who has the pluck and disposi- he was an atheist.

There is wealth

‘Then let him give the

minutes to all who wish

been prepared for the churches: we ex.

follows: ‘* There is. not much interest
taken by the clergy in getting subscribers,
to the Star and so I will try and belp.”

be dealt with as

their publication.

was 52 and for three months’ trial 118. We
learn from all directions that pastors are
laying the subject of the Morning Star before their congregations, reading more or

——ANOTHER deserving charity is the
Kansas Freedmen's Relief Association,
which is doing what it can to help the
thousands of colored people who have
flocked to that garden of liberty during
the past year. The ‘* Exodus” still con-

——WE are heartily glad that there is
some reason to hope that the lotteries
and lottery-ticket sellers will by-and-by

of his people to their merits, take a co].
lection to aid in’ defraying the expense of

Trustees—in short the work of the Asso.

already coming in. It is to be hoped that
no exceptions: to this practice will be
prevalent, though one layman writes as

to come. Help mustbe given or many
will suffer. Gov. John P. St. John, or
C, E. Wheeler, both of Topeka, will receive and wisely care for contributions
sent to them for this organization.

the minutes into his pulpit on Sunday
morning, and after calling the attention

New SusscriBErs. The number of subscribers received for the Star last week

larger the better. Send it to J.N.Stearns,
58 Reade St., New York city.

writer of fiction and history for the
trusted by Divine Providence with the wouldbe unjustifiable in the case of the works, and bear fruit unto righteousness, . young,and Gen. Joseph Hooker—** fightrok
of carrying the gospel to all parts former. Under the ‘“ orderly precedent” the church and the world will have rea- ing Joe"—died on Friday of last week. Un‘earth, They have the means and theory, teaching would be preferred to son to rejoice that the study has been like as they were in their tastes and avoon them rests the responsibility. Many discipline ; liberty, to proscription; cour- made and the instruction given. No cations, they nevertheless contributed to
oughtto satisfy us, and let their generation what will far outlast
of the missionaries sent out by the’ Amer- ‘tésy, to-prokiibition ; charity; wo cold re- other result
/
ving

joan church

:

expectedly,

score of battles unharmed, where death.
perance, morality and religion, in all might be looked for, he was at length
parts of the United States for help in car- -stricken down in the midst of the peace
rying onits missionary work. Its Busi- and imagined security of home.

need not be

P4000

Y. M. 0. A
That the Young Men's Christian Associations are a power for good in. our
country,

National Temperance

without sympathy fron some of the neigh- | comparatively recent origin, but has al- ble than mines of gold.

churches throughout theland,and in many

. version of the heathen than any other na-

A 5

impetus has been given to the work in all
these cities.
The work undertaken is divided into
different departments, each under the
oversight of its own Secretary; one of
these endeavors to reach the 60,000
763. It began:in an old mission chapel, young men in our colleges; another, the
that would not seat 300 people, and now 100,000 commercial travelers;
another
Treat the serious inquiries of the children
worships in a building that seats fully the 800,000 railroad men, and so on tion to bring all offenders to justice,
| seriously. Conversionis not necessarily in1200, and there is still demand for more
through various other classes of young ——ONE does not need to have a’ great stantaneous, fd one can not say how early in
room. It has stood alone, independent of men, both native-born and foreign. The deal of money to berich. There
are treas- life the Spirit of God may begin to work on a
all associational connections, though not
child’s heart.
|
ures
of
love
and
friendship
more
valuawork among the college students
is of |

ways promotes
the stability
and prosperity
of the church and the welfare of society.

The churches of the United States expend more men and money for the con-

HM
A

their testimony in favor of Scriptural bap-

prominent Christian pusine8s
men, most
of whom were before unacquainted with
the work of these Associations, have been

Surely,Baptists are get-

it.

women a fitting field for Christian work ;

NA

does not object.

follow it. Itis an ¢ orderly precedent”
|
of
preaching, but not a prerequisite ; it is
Every branch of the church, except some
of the very smallest, provides, in some an ‘‘ orderly precedent” of prayer, but
way, for the education of its ministry. not necessaryto it; it is the **orderly
Many of the Theological Seminaries are precedent” of church fellowship and the
very well equipped with professors and Lord’s table, but is no more necessary to
" libraries, and afford excellent facilities for the enjoyment of them, than to the acts
study and instruction. The American of preaching and prayer. So obvious and
ministry is more orthodox and better Scriptural is this position, it seems sure
trained for practical church work than to soon permeate the whole Baptist frathat of any Protestant country in Europe, ternity and solve the vexed question -pf
The remarkable progress
and as a whole, is made up of men of Communion.
of the Long Island Association foreshadows
ability, learning and piety. .
The Sunday-school, an important de- what will doubtless become general, in
partment of church work in all denomi- the near future.
nations of Christians in this country, does
The ‘prerequisite doctrine is a shadow
much to supply the lack of religious and of papal sacramentarianism, attaching a
Biblical instruction in the public schools virtue and power to baptism the Lord
andin too many families; it develops never authorized. On the other theory, 1
- ' lay-agency; it gives young men and no such mystical, qualifying influence is

inations

A

productive of much

tist churches, through desire for member-

American Christianity is not an organic

I

vote, and even the Examiner & Chronicle

respected as such. Christian influences
mold and shape social customs and
habits.
The spirit of Christianity permeates) and
gives characterto all society. The government employs the Christian oath in its
eourts and in the installation ofits officers.
Christianity is a partof the common law
of the land. Marriage is a civil contract,

ing of the church upon their union in this
relation.

A

or pastor, the Association now receives
them to fellowship without a dissenting

through conversions,

but most native Americans seek the bless-

SR

vate house put at their disposal,
gentlemen of the respective cities as
desired to interest in the work of the
sociations. The Conferences have

Without change in the attitude of church

ordinances, Christian ministers and Chris-

tian usages, are everywhere regarded and

So

enterprise

A

Sad
.

The Press is -a- power in America.
Every interest claiming public attention,
every

re
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The Horning Star,

SAN

Bro. J. W. Pelley,
Smith,

Arkansas,

writing

after

from

Fort

referring to the

advantages of Arkansas as an agricultural
State, says:
“¢ We have nearly all kinds of churches

here,

Catholic,

Methodist,

Lutheran,

Presbyterian

Baptist.

Episcopal,
(0.

8.)

and

The Baptists, like the Metho-

dists, are

divided

into

several

There are six or more
Freewill Baptists here:

bodies.

Associations of
seven or eight

churches in this County (Sebastian). The

Freewill Baptists are sadly in need of

good, experienced ministers. Oh! that I
might see the day here when we can boast
of educated as well as spiritual ministers.
The majority of the people are liberal.

If we just had a few such preachers as
Drs. Ball and Pentecost, what a joyous
and soul cheering
time we could have.
We need help, we implore help, come

and help us and we then can help you in
return. The ministers of the East ought
to read the ** Commission: * go ye into
all the world,” and we do think we ocen-

stitute a part of it. The Second

Adven- .

tists or**Soul Sleepers” as they are called,
took one of our churches because it was

without

a pastor, a leader.

There

is

work here to do for a good Freewill
preacher. The Morning Star is truly a
welcome visitor; long may it live and

prosper.”

J. W. PELLEY.
Vacation Supply.

It has become quite common of late especially for Theological students to supply vacant pulpits during the long vacations. It is convenient for them to do so
at greater distances from the places of
study in vacation than daring term time.

There are many

vacant Congregational

and Baptist pulpits in

Maine,

which

are

so supplied not only from their schools of

the State, but many come each year from

Andover, Newton and even as far as from

Yale.

What is true of these demomina-

tions, is also true of our churches in vari-

ous parts of New England. Some six or
eight of our students are already partially, or fully, engaged to supply for the
next vacation of six weeks, which is to
commence the week before Thanksgiving.
There are several others who
would be glad to supply should their services be needed and wanted. Sometimes
a church waiting for the settlement of a

pastor has a few Sabbaths to provide for,

which might do good as well

as receive

good, by securing the services of one of

these. Other churches there are, which
have no stated supply from year to year
and which by a little enterprise might secure the necessary means for the support

of meetings, and possibly it might result
in more than temporary advantage to the

cause of Christ among them.
SOB

J. F.

ob

Oolored Freewill Baptists in North Oaro\

lina,

Permit me to call attention to the com-

munication

from: Rev.

B. F., Fox

(our

missionary recently sent to N. Carolina),

in the Star of last week. Bro. Fox was
desired to bear to our brethren in that
State our Christian greeting; to make
their acquaintance, and, if agreeable to
them, to bring to pass a full and cordial
denominations] union with us.
Surely,

the

members

of

our

Home

Mission

Board will not regret, the appropriation
made at the last anniversaries for ¢special work” in connection with the Shenan-

doah field. It may be of interest to
some to know that Bro. Fox is a graduate
from the Storer Normal school at Har-

per’s Ferry, West Va. The institution
has already qualified and sent forth more

than one hundred and fifty colored teachers, a goodly numbdr of whom are also

ministers of the Lord Jesus.
A. H. MORRELL.

Harper's erry, West Va.

Morning Star for Freedmen,—How?
Last year several persons aided in the
good

work

of

furnishing

the

Morning

Star to the colored people in this mission.

It was done in

two

ways :—First,

by sending money directly to me, constituting a Morning Star fund, out of which

1 was enabled to pay

some pari

of the

cost of that paper, fifty cents, one dollar,

'

A
i

—

THE

—

: TW TT

parties elsewhere,
sons, to whom ‘part
se
y after r | State.f The other, with forged papers bearing
:

RE

BR BCR

for the ministry,

an

a dollar and the names of four persons to
whom she desired the Star should be sent

for three months, with the hope that they

Rev. L. Hutchins is laboring successfully in
revival work in Dead River Plantation. The
church is greatly quickened, there have been

of a valuable paper

several conversions, backsliders reclaimed ,and

churehies und 2,500 members, or about

quarter of a

,

Twen-

send thousands of copies into the

homes

church.

of those who may not be secured as yearly subscribers.
C. F. PENNEY.
Augusta, Me.,

were

baptized

and

united

Massachusetts.

Nov. 1, 1879.
pastor

of

the

Mt.

Lowell, baptized three

Price of the Morning Star.
The Morning Siar is now offered at the
exceedingly low price of $2.00 per year,
STRICTLY IN ADVANCE; at $2.20 if
paid within the first thirty days after the
year begins, and at $2.50 under all other circumstances. These terms are so
stated that, we trust, local agents, canvassers nnd subscribers will be fully able
to explain them, and that a variation will

Vernon

church,

ladies,

Sunday

young

Another candidate from the same class

truthfully the thought of the original,” He
transferred only two or three words in Greek

’
Rhode

awaits

:

very exceptional instance. The terms are
the lowest possible on which the paper
can be published and meet expenses, and

Rev. A: H. Morrell writes :~—*‘ I spent a recent Sabbath in Philadelphia with Rev. Jo-

twenty cents additional if not paid within
year begins,

and, also, to charge fifty cents under other circumstances. Now, we wish it to be
distinctly understood that the advantage

of $2.00 in advance over $2.50 in arrears,
is of far more importance to the Printing
Establishment than it can be to subscribers; and if they only knew how much it
costs to collect some of those arrears, and
how many of them we lose, they would

only wonder that our rule did not make a
greater distinction.
‘We will also send the Star three months
on trial, to those who send us twenty-five
_ cents, hoping that they will, on acquaintance, become permanent subscribers.

An Addressto All.
nevolent

Socleties

every reader and especially to every

Be-

cler-

:

Resolved, 1. That

this

convention

rejoices

ligious and denominutional weekly.
2. That we welcome and applaud the

decis-

ion of the corporators to reduce its subseription price, and to employ the income of its
publishing fund, in support of the effort to
possible price a paper

lly adequate to our
denominational wants,
and to put it into the families of all our peo©.
8. That
we recognize it as the duty of all
loyal F. Baptists to sustain this effort by their
patronage, regarding it as a denominational

and

evangelistic

work

of equal. importance

with sustaining missions abroad or our pulpits

at home.
4, That we commend to every F. Baptist
minister the imperative duty, not only of being a patron of the Star, but also of laboring,
as a
part of his ministerial work, for its introduction
to all F. Baptist fumilies, and to all
families that are without a religious paper.
0-0
ror

Anew

set

of

tramps

has,

the

past few

prevalent,
It is
generally hearty

and robust, of good appearance

and

ing address.

country

They go about the

of pleasbor-

rowing money mostly of pastors and Christian
. people, under the pretense that they are theological

students.

needed, if we

are

Sometimes

to

the

money

is

believe their plaintive

story,to enable them to return to their friends,

particularly to their dear mothers; or to procure books for the sale of which they are
agents, &c., &c., always promising to refund
in a very short’time whatever is loaned them,
but as often absconding to parts unknown.
So far as I am acquuinted with them, they

are the most oily-tongued rascals I have ever
had the ill fortune to meet. They are well
versed in all the arts of their calling, and

usually approach their intended victims on
their weak side, if I may so speak.
In dealing with me, they

sorted to this expedient.

have

usually re-

Having learned from

some source, that I am a bit stalwart as it regards denominational attachment and devo-

tion, they represent themselves as members of
a Congregationalist or Baptist church, and in
attendance at one of their schools, They pretend that upon more careful investigation, they

have become

dissatisfied with

their church

relation, and are contemplating joining the F,
Baptists, and in that case, of course, will come
to Bates!
:
Their story is usually smooth

and

plausible,

and they are so shrewd and well-guarded, that
in one instance it took from twenty mioutes

to balf an

hour

questioning

before

them,

‘of pretty
I could

with a Sabbath-school of special promise,
superintended by the pastor, who is truly a
“ live man” in this department of Christian

work, Bro. Taylor has several points
city occupied by licensed brethren

in the
of bis

charge, and the expectation is, that, ere

long,

several churches will be established and make
application to some Yearly Meeting to be recognized as a Freewill Baptist body. This interest deserves the prayerful sympathy of our
denomination and will secure it, when the

facts are more fully understood.

Bro. Taylor

and family are earnest, intelligent workers

East-

wdoin
wor

have them

Presbyterian

Thirty years ago, he published

a

book
in which he stated that; without giving
up extempore prayer, he would like to have a
short liturgy in addition. He held that opinion still, if Tnssible, more strongly than ever.
The service «n Presbyterian churches should
be improved, and rendered as attractive as
possible,

Insuve with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

Ohio.

During the past five years, Rev, J. B. Lash,
a graduate, we believe, of the Ohio University, has been preaching in the northern part of

Straighten

your

old boots

and

Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners,

but is thinking

some of making a change in the spring. We
regret
to say that Mrs. L. has been suffering
with nervous prostration since last winter.
She has improved some; but has only partially

shoes with

and wear

again,

them

recovered the use of her left side,
for a time, she lost the entire use.

of which,

To the Consumptive.
Wilbor's Com~
pound of Cod-Liver Oil and Lime, without pos-,
sessing the very nauseating flavor of the article as
by

the

Phosphate

of

Lime with a healing property which renders the
Oil doubly efficacious.
Remarkable testimonials
of its efficacy can be shown to those who desire to
see them. Sold by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Bos-

sharp , cross

corner

one

of

:

Two of these graceiess 1mpOStors

have been

_ within
a few weeks operating in this State
(Maine), both claiming membership in the
Bates Theological school, One of them, bearing a paper with the forged name of the Rev,

PRESCRIPTION

ELLSWORTH Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
with the 2nd Hancock church. The weather
was delightful, and the churches

well

repre-

sented. The business wag
transacted with a
very good degree of union. The ehurches
were generally re
to be in rather a low
state. The
Q.
M. voted to so amend the
Constitution, that there shall be but one, regular business session during the year, and that
shall be the June session. The other sessions
shall be devoted more

and rendered good service, The social meetings were interesting and we trust
profitable.

Collections were taken for Home and

Foreign

Missions, amounting to $18.50. Theordinance
of baptism was administered to four candidates
on the Sabbath, by Rev. B. Penney.
After
this service, the death and sufferings of our

Lord were commemorated in the presence of a
the

whole,

the

session

was interesting, and we trust bad a tendency
to promote the best interest of the Master’s
kingdom.
0. W. Youna, Clerk.
SPRINGFIELD (Me.) Q. M.—Held its Sept.
session at Lee Village.
Our people have no
house of worship there, and our C. Baptist
brethren gave us the use of their house for
this session.
All the churches reported.
No
special revival, but a general steadfastness and
ood union prevailing. The business meets were harmonious, the social meetings excellent, the preaching spiritual and timely.
Brethren Coulliard, Whitcomb and Messer
were with us and rendered substantial aid. A
collection was taken for the benefit of Bro.
Welch who has not been able to preach regularly for some time, but at the present is improving.
:

Next session at Lowell’s Mills, Jan. 2, 1880,

at 2 o'clock, P. M.

' WHEELOCK

Q.

H. GRAVES,

M.--Held

Clerk.

its last

session

with the West Charleston church. The weather was severe and the attendance less than
usual. The conference concurred heartily in
the action of the Vt. Y. M., looking toward
the endowment of the Lyndon Institution,

and took decisive steps in the same
Arrangements were made for

direction.

special meetings

in the churches this winter. : The session was

peculiarly pleasant,

Next session at Lyndon Center, Jan, 23—25.
W. L. Noyes, Clerk.

HARRISBURG Q. M.—Held its last session
with the First church in Harrisburg. All the
Lower Valchurches were jeprestuiad except
ley. Bro. T. H.
Drake preached a spiritual
sermon, which encouraged all

hearts

FREE

of Seminal

Weakness,

brought

discretion or excess. Any druggist
dients. Address DAVIDSON
Co.

on
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Aor

post

paid.

Sam;

p

AGENTS WANTED--0I1d canvassers and energenic I aperance men and women—for THE

NTED AGENTS, for * WM. LLOYD GARRI.
8ON and his Times,” by O1IVER JOHNRON, with
introduction by JOHN G.
WHITTIER. The people
are watching and waiting for this book. Now isa
lendid opportunity
for wide awake canvassers.
ddress B.
B. RUSSELL & CO., Publishers, 57
Cornhill, Boston.
\
2445
Children’s Annuals.

:

DR, CHARLES JEWETT

by his frien
rapidly securing

ott, free.

territory.

Specimen

JAMES H. BARLE. 30 Be ed

Street, Boston,

T

¢

443

ERS $10
a week extra while teaching.

$76
a month for full time. Pleasel 8s at home. No capital. No expense.
2nt pu
Lid
FIT FREE.
Address P., W. ZEIGLER
& CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
;
43eow
4
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Full of bright new features. In Chromo
covers, 75 cents, In elegant cloth binding,
and gold stamp, $1.00,

fp eet at

I have nearly 300 Agents

Board
silver,

’

2 to $10 a day.

ofA tl

Ee making md

Send 3-cent stamp for particulars,

io Dostals answered

18t4

& CO., Publishers.

4

REv. 8. T. BUCK, Milton, Pa.

WIDE AWAKE PLEASURE BOOK F.

, Entirely original by best American Artists and
duthors. The opening storyis by Mrs, A, D. T.
ney.

New,

Hors Afdractive Thao Any Previous Volume

Rich
who

In chromo board covers, $1.25. In elegant cloth
binding, LLP
Ask your Bookseller for them,
or send order with price to
Bosten: D. Lothrop & Co. Publishers.

sible. Sold verve: or sent by mail’
letter stamps.
8. JOHNSON & C€0,,
gor, Me.
i

Ban1y27

OYFUL News for Boys and Girls}
Yi
and Old!1.
A NEW IN-

242

1.90
16.35

Georglav
& -

.P

“

«37
2.08

A

Ferry
Ferry
Main

of
Du~

by silence, Dea. N. ¥. Strickland; Study of the

Lye"

2.00

5.00
5.24
9.24
90.00

ISAAC HYATT, Clerk.

]
tte
Rece
4
; Money
Le
rs
ived.
place in Calvary church, in Harrisburg,
sec8 Aldrich--E A'den--M HAbbev--F H Butler-O CBarond Wednesday in Jan, Bro. D. is doing a rows—8 D Bates—Mrs C F Bonney--L 8 Bean—J
good work here. Many have been renewed,
Burgess—A L Baxter—J W
_Barker—E lellan:—I
Browr—Blooniville.
O=0 E Buker—T E Bishop—C
and spirituality is increasing.
.
:
©
Campbell=N-M
Castino=C
T
D Orockett—H
Clary
J. A. FAUNCE, Clerk.
—W G Clark=N Chandler—E M Corey—T G Davis—
|
AA Delund~A J Davis—Mrs J 8 Davis—J H Dar
—C Dewitt—J Dame—J M Davis—J Erskine—A
J
BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.—Held its Sept.
Edgerly—R P Fuller—=R D Frost—B
8 Gerpy—M
session with the Medo & Buford church.
An ‘Gatchell=A C Grant—dJ Granville~W M Galer—J A
Hodge
excellent session was enjoyed, though the deies | Hewins1W Hildreth=M Hall=& KB Hol=
Hobbs—B F Higgins—A B Harris—I Hyatt—G
gation present was not. large owing to the

be

by-dJ P Longley—F W Lyford—A ).ibby—A L Morey
J'B Lawrence-B
8 Manson—U
L Munn~T P Miles
B F Maisden—J A McKenzie—A H Morrell- AL Morey—A B Nelson—8 8 Nickerson—L 8 Norris—J W

R= All Subscriptions at these Reduced
Prices must reach us before January $1,
not one day later,

Won

“YEW B00 00 TED SRASH.
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:

a

Burdetta® smith,
YOR

VY,
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8t40

SWATCHES,
Coot hala mauIns
Casewll’s

collection of Inalso,

A.

16 E. 14th St.
NEW
Send one stamp for our

The ORGAN FOLIO
Organ;

6 Cts, (or 2 stamps) for postace,

will be taken as Cash.
23
$780.00 in Prizes to
offer
persons who send us the 25 largest
PRIZES | We
Clubs before January 31st.
Send your name
and P. O. address. and you will get full part:culars,

By H.R. PALMER. The finest book for Singing
Classes, Conventions, etc., ever made by this popular author. 192 large pages.
Price, $7.50 per
dozen by express; 75 cents each, if sent by mail.

A beautiful

Copy

Postage Stamps

number

Con.
Lib

Melinda

Pills a Sure Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.
These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, or active principles of those
plants which investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary
organs. For family use they are

By THEO. F. SEWARD. A large and most useful collection of Glees, Part-Songs, Choruses, etc.,
for Musical Societies, Quartette Clubs, Glee Clubs,
Singing Schools, Day Schools, eto. Pepe, $9 per
dozen, If sent by mail, $1 each.

unsurpassed ; safe

their work, withpain or uneasiness
orinterfering with
diet. They are of
tance to every in.

and

“
_¢ 9
fal

sure

in

ralgic Pains, Disagreeable Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts ef the body, Sallow and Eruptive

Litetary

Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Bilionsness,
‘Colds,
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their knowledge of him, or their standard of judging. When the minister once

T tried, indeed, to walk aright,
But now, as solemn comes the pight,

read about ** a hard man

I see the mildew and the blight
A
Upon my roses sweet.
Ah! flowers of love, and flowers of pain,

|

I can not stray ; my past is dead
In a new morn. .

:

— Helen Gilbert, in Alliance,
—_—"hap-

Two small white hands, with. fingers meekly
“

ed;

“So said the

real judge of character, who dissected a
sermon or person
with equal skill.
Father and daughter were as’ regular ‘as

the clock in their places on the Sabbath;
thé

week

meetings

would often have come to grief. fe did
the praying,
and she led the singing, for
the minister was not very useful in relig-

The prayer-meetings were a

dull affair to

some,

for

what

with

To smile or play;
pure) have come and

Our pet away;
And yet we think her spirit can not be
More lovely than this little form we see.
On the dear lips a tint of rose still lingers,
Reluctant to depart;
And as we press the dimpled ice-cold fingers
In anguish to our heart,
‘We can not find it in our hearts to spare
To the dark grave a thing so bright and fair.

ters sprinkled here and there along the
hungry seats, it really was enough to try
the patience of Job, not to speak of the
brittle temper of our worthy friend, the
minister. So it went on, week in, "week
out, till at Jast a new face in ‘the church
would ‘have been a phenomenon.
Dryas dust were all the services, with
into soil.
Ashes on the

altars,

fires, where was

the

ly

f

Lifting once more our weary earthly burden,

:

= Siinly Cade.

live

coal

to

change.

The

deacon said the funds were low,
was a bad sign.

ty

Things

Worthy

were

certainly

One. here

“and'there went on their knees among the
by the dust

tried
to breathe life into the sparks.
It was a lovely ' Sabbath morning in
the early summer.

Flora was out in the
was in

the. Lamentations

Hastily came a boy. from

of

the

post-office, with a telegram which should
have been delivered the evening before.

of the pine

woods

Maine, where stray breezes from

of

the

At-

lantic sometimes ruffle the wandering
air, is a roomy, dear old farm-house,
and
running riot over the ‘premises, pervading the barn and bombarding the duckdelightful,

' lovable mites of humanity in the world,
and we are all spending a happy summer

here together. .
a.
One day, lying on the sofa in my own

the.

envelope

anxiously,

and turned pale. = She looked on the-message, transfixed, then uttering a low sad
moan, went
to-her own room and swoon-

ed.

Hearinga noise her

father

hurried

up stairs, and found his daughter lying
on thefloor like one déad, insomuch that
some who came said,‘: Ske

Slowly recovering, she
and said,
Loch Lo-

mond,”
The old inan

door, and a confiding baby .voice

called

out, ** We tan ‘tomeé if,” Tousin May;
tan’t wep” |
:
sk
tastes
Who could resist so touching an appeal? The door opened, and the omni-

present trio entered—Mabel

and Harry

and baby Alice, and in two minutes were
contentedly nesgk

j my side.

« Tellus a
Cousin May,” demands Mabel, “in the decisive tone that
admits of no appeal.
ny
“ Et,” pipes up the baby.

Tell

ut

about Dod.”
So, in words adapted to their baby
thoughts,

I repeat

the

old,

beautiful

story of Infinite Justicé and Reddeming
Love,—of the Cradle and the Cross, and
’ the Fatherly love that shelters and broods
over us all. The children’s faces are

was betrothed.

to

be asked,

but presently the children tire, and slip
away to their play, and I wonder if, in
the volatile quickness of childhood, the
repetition of the story will charge with a
* higher meaning their happy lives.
As we are gathered round the tea-table
at twilight, Alice’s voice is heard,

in

the

midst of one of those silences that will at

times enter the most social company,—
‘“ Papa, Dod wants me to be dood.”
Her father bends his head to hers, and
says only, ‘ Yes, dear, I hope you will
be,” but the childish words have softened

us all, and there is a shade

of gentler

feeling in our after-talk.
Then later, the children were laboriously trying to master the intricacies of
the ** Three Little Kittens,” and when
they at last gleefully sing in concert the
closing line,
# Now you shall have some pie,”

Harry says with his thoughtful

earnest-

ness, ** God was glad, wasn’t hep»
The words, treading so close upon

the

nursery rhymes really shocked me for a

Children had they

been

together, and theif love had come unbid-

the perfect trust that underlies true religion?
i
Let us talk to the children—to the

“babies, often and reverently, of the love

wisdom, disturbed

by

bubbles

that

stony

of

a burden to him, and when

an

the

was over he left the church with asad

heart, sayingto himself, ¢¢ The clods of
the valley will be sweet unto my taste.”

And so she was ; but is there not something about the sacrifice of a broken
heart? * Wounded affections;” yes, but
why are they broken and wounded? Why,
but to make them ready for the sacrifice.
To Flora came a trite couplet:
“ T-hold it true whate’er befall,
I feel it when I sorrow most,
’Tis better to have loved and lost,
Than never to have 16ved at all.”

To Deacon Stuart came,

break the bruised reed, nor
smoking flax.”

quench

the

For all true poetry, and all true promises, there is a resurrection from the
dead.

¢ Father,” said Flora, ““ lét us go

and

at the

most,

in

public.

We

never

that I'was

can

see those we love till they:-are set as stars

+* Never mind little daugh-

the

breath of

into jew-

Among the

by

pebbles

there

was

sorrows,

and there was a cry

of

a

have been helped to-day P»

:

to begin provision for the days not far
away when the last leaves will hang
shivering

on the,

brown

boughs.

of the

trees and dreariness clothe the: landsea
now so gay and beautiful.
i

Only avery few years ago it was qiite
common in country houses to let all fires
go out every night and be rekindled afresh

every morning;

but

improvements

in

stoves and base-burners and heating appuratus have made it economy to keep
fires all night and preserve an equable
temperature in *‘ living rooms.” So it is
easier than not to have greenery all winter, transferring from the ‘garden to the
house plants that delight in warmth and

fervor,
babes

desiring the sincere milk of the word.

Flora from a sacrifice became a priestwith

altar

fires,

pane, but they serve as monitors,

and the dust teeming with the spring.
‘“ Broken hearts like broken

grapes

make

us when our rooms are too hot

the

over

us,

and

the

dead silent under us, but who knows not
that silent things are the most eloquent

to him who

has ears to hear P— Scottish

generous soil, loving care, and in return
they give us beauty, fragrance, and the

2 +O
0-0
* ro

A TIRED MOTHER'S VIOTORY.

constant memory of summer days.

A little timely gentleness sweetens a
parent's recollection in after years with a

published

in“the

Many

of our commonest seeds will make beauty
in the house. | The swesét:potato vine is a
charming climber. A carrot or turnip
hollowed out, kept filled with water, and
suspended in the window will soon cover
itself with the most: beautiful foliage; a
cone filled with wheat and set in a . glass

Christian

Weekly, is a beautiful lesson in itself.

of water reveals all the mysteries of germination and growth.
These , simple

the roadside as well as in the ‘fashion-

ing of mountain ranges or the

of starry worlds.

grouping

They who see not the

existence of beauty for its own sake in
the world are blind. . . . . Those
who have a sunny window in their kitch-

never saw, and suddenly a picture of the

ens can “easily ‘have flourishing ‘plants,
for they delightin the moist,

steamy

air

plan to set the-plants in the sink or a tub

I was myself a little nervous girl, about’ der the better, then rinse off the leives
‘with tepid water,and when they are drained return them to their shelves and brack-

eight years old, in the happy home of my
childhood. It was a stormy afternoon in
winter. It was when coal-oil lamps were
first introduced, and father had

kitchen window,

bought

a. |

against

the

so, although it was

not

night, the lamp was lighted. Mother
was sick in bed up-stairs, and we children

noise and confusion away from her.
I was feeling very important helping
get supper; at any rate, I imagined I was

helping, and in my officiousness, 1 seized

that lamp and went down cellar for some
butter; I tried to set it on the hangingshelf, but alas! I didn’t give it room
enough, and down it fell on the cemented

and now, there it lay smashed to pieces!

But his voice seemed to give me

the

impetus I needed to go up and meet the
scolding or whipping, or both, which 1

felt sure awaited me, and which I really
felt 1 deserved.

dark stairway,

So I crept

and

as

ets again.

j

up

up over

I entered the

kitchen, I met my father with sucha stern

How 10 DETECT Po1soN Ivy.
The’
annoying casualty which contined Judge
Noah Davis tog sick-room the other day

overlooked by any ons who is enough in-

terested in the brilliant-hued leaves of
autumn to care for gathering them; the
leaves of the former grow in clusters of
three and those of the latter in fives. As
somebody has suggested in a juvenile

story-book, every child should be taught
to associate the five

leaves

in a cluster

with the fingers on the human hand,

and

given to understand that when these numbere agree they can be brought into contact with: perfect safety. It may spare
our readers no little suffering to bear this

point in mind during their October

bles in the fields.— Syracuse Herald.
ELECTRICITY

AS

AN

ram-

ORNAMENT.

M.

Trouvé, who has recently utilized electricity for many novel purposes, has applird it now to trinkets and articles of or-

nament. For instince, of two scarf-pins

oue has a death’s-head, gold or enamel,
with diamond eyes and anarticulated jaw ;
thg other has a rabbit seated upright on a
box with a little bell before it, 10 be
struck with two rods held in the animal's
forepaws, An invisible wire connects

look upon his face that I was. frightened.

ick, dead.

I saw there was no need to tell him what
had bappened.. He had heard the crash,

closed battery, the ebonite case of which

and if he hadnt, T guess

in the ‘waistcoat pocket,

gered Flora near the

luke.

Been made for the body, but’

sorrow

lin-

Search

had

the

waters

gave not up their dead.

¢ It seems all so strange and terrible,

my

face would

have told the story. The children stood
silently around, awaiting to see what

father, that I should be torn away from father would do; and I saw by their faces
Roderick, and we had such a bright life that they were horror-strock, for that
| befordas.”
lamp bad been the subject of foo much
, before the adversary can
“ God's ways are very mysterious, my talk and wonder to be smashed without a

scatter the seeds of 8 life-long infidelity

child,” hé said, drawing her close to him

‘and skepticism,

and kissing: her brow.

¢ And

yet we

sensation.
As for me, I felt so frightened, so

con-

sincere things.

The

artistic.work has beet dome in illustrating Mr,

Beard’s ‘The Miwmicry of Nature,” | The, same

is true of Prof. H. W, Elilott’s paperon ‘The
Sparrow War.” Both ‘these papers are full of
interest ‘for

.present vols

these objects with a small hermetically-

is about, the size of a cigarette.
when

turned

horizontally

and’

or

It is kept

acts

on

Inverted,

When a Person looks ut the pin the own-

nets which she has written at various times sud
(or various occasions. The recent celebration
of the centennial of Thomas Moare’s birth,

Noire,” and a much better one (by. Mrs.’ G, 8;

Hall, entitled 1 A Legend of All-Hullow’s Bye.

‘Two, more of Abbey’ illustrations of Herrick’s

called outa charming sonnet which many rea
in the press reports at the time,
That js here,

poetry “Upon Julia's Clothes”
and the “Cob~

and also the strong, patriotic ode which she

The new serial novels, “ White Wings,” by Willidm Black, and “Mary Amerley! by R. 'D,

prepared

for

the Vermont

bler’s Outeh” add to thie Virletyof the ‘number,

Centennial cel-

ebration, at Bennington, in 1877.

Blackmore,
are; continued, and there .is an
interesting 1 installment. of Miss, Mulock’s

The beau.

ty of the poem. itself, was nearly equaled, hy
Prof. Churchill's graceful reading of it; There
are many other really poetic. conceptions ex,
pressed in the book, among which, ¢* Singing in
the Dark,” {{The Difference,” *‘ Rabbi Benaiah,”
“Unanswered,” impress us as being worthy of

particular mention.

ram

“Young Mrs, Jardine.”
& Brothers,

Cc

New York: Harper

%
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The November Atlantic has a noticeable arti-el by Prof. Goldwin/Stitli on The prospect
of a Moral dnterregnum,” in whichhe predicts

:

a period of. Jaxity and, license in: Saeluguee

of the alienation. betwepa
religion and the scientific bought of the in a Geo.
Wirring, Jr., writdd
a curiotifly foterdsting acount

of “The ‘Wdldénses ‘of To-Day” ‘K Skillful
viriter, whose nuind is withiheld,discusses with
great force and interest‘
Que: Military Past and
Future,”

. The

author

of ‘Massy

Sprague's

Daughter” contributes “Sister Mary's Story,”
which is one of the best

magazine

stories

re-

cently printed. Jennie Young writes of “The
Ceramic Aft in Atnerica;” “Irene the Missionary” is concluded.

His chesen task, and, also, the task sug-

“Englishwomen

in Recent

gested in the vision, is the makingiof a copy of
the Divine Word, and on finishing which he
also closes his mortal career. The force of the

Literature,” **Mysterious Disappearaoces,”and
“Late Books of Travel,” though anonymous,

poem is in the practical consideration that each

White discusses
‘‘ Assorted Americans” as heartily and freshly as if it were a wholly new topic. The Contributors’ Club abounds in bright

are thoroughly

true life is a copy of the Divine Life, that every
sincere and loving act is like a sentence copied
from the Word of God, and that only at death

things, and a chapter of

Christ,” Christ & Friend,” Cémmunion
etc.

Revised

Lothrop & Co.

edition.

12mw.

pp. #47.

Boston

winter of 1858—9."

Adams gave in
Boston, during

Folks”—Chap. XXXVI; * speech of Rev. Geo.
W. Woodruff, D. D;” “What Breeds Fevers,”
“Out in the World,” “Al the American’ Association for the Advancement of Science,” “ The

the
the

The original plates having

Morals

ministry, especially,

‘of Diétetics,” “The'

Checker

Board,”

“Letter from Evergreen Summit,” “(’omments-

been destroyed in the great Boston fire'in 1872,
the present edition has come forth in obedience

for the

Literature”

or, Sciénce as Opposed to Speculation in the
treatment of human Diseases,’ has the follow.
ing table of contents: “Different from: Other

D.

This yolume contsins 8 reproduction of certain familidr lectures, or evening falks, on doctrinal themes, which Dr.
Essex Street church, in

“Recent

wrang

The Laws of Life and Health Journal,in
additionto & lecture on “Hygienic Medication;

Sab-

($1.00).

Richard

gin a new serial story in the January Atlantic.
—Boston : Houghton, Osgood '& Co.

EVENINGS WITH THE DOCTRINES.
By Nehe:
miah Adams, D. D;, authorof “Friends of
bath,”

interesting.

concludes the.number, 1+ Mr. Howells. will be-

can the task be iinished, A toue of deep piety,
as well as of sweet and joyous trust, pervudes
Mrs, Dorr’s writings, and they. are not wanting
in rythm and melody.
.f

ofthe Press,”
* A Letter and its Reply,” “Steam

Refined Land,” “Correspondence
. Sought,”
“Preparation for Winter,” “Poison in W bite
Rubber,”

will be interested

*‘Moliere-Termo-Electric

~ Bath,”

in.’ They embrace such tapics as “Ged,”
“Divine Revelation,” ‘The Trinity,” “The De-

“Mineral Wood,” “Tulks to Talkers,” “Our
Boys nad Girls,” “The Letter Box" “Flower

ity of Christ” (two
Holy Spirit,” “Man”

Gossip,” “Craniognomy, or the Science of
Character,” **Health-Dress Tract,’ “Health

lectures), “Deity of the
(two - lectures), ¢* Atone-

ment” (three lectures), “Election,”

*Regenera-

tion,” “Christian Perfection,” * The Intermedi>
ate State.” “Retribution.”
The doctrine isnot

objectionably Calvanistic,when the author's full
utterance and meaning are considered. He
writes in a sweet, loving spirit; and: with din
aim to forewarn and establish the rising gener:
ation against the false “liberglism” which had,

in his day, mlready become: quite prominent.
The volume jg the thirteenth.
im. the Sacred
Classics” series of the author. Dp. Adams’s son,
who revised the present edition, says that the
“original text is here faithfglly reproduced.
Dr. Adams saw no occasion to make any

changes in Doctrinal statément. The views here
given were maintained until his death,whichoccurred Oct. 6th, 1878. He had satisfaction iu re-

alizing the design ofthis compendiam of popu-

Eelectie,”—Daosville, N. Y.: Austin, Jackson
& Co.

|

man, author of * Paul Brewster & Son,” ete.
New York: Natiopal Temperance
Society

and

‘Publication

House.

12mé.

'pp. 395.

($1.25).
This author writes with a good purpose, snd
usually compasses that purpose.
In the present case she strongly portrays the’ disastrous

ii

The October number of The

Bates Student,

which is now edited anonymously, opens with
an article on ‘“Thé Périls of Culture,” in which
loss of health, irréverence, loss of social sym-:
pathy, and the gendering of prideand wélf-con¢eit are pointed

olutas

among

the perils

that

beset the student. Another - article discusves
certain transformations going on in the fieldof
matter and morals in this country, and there
is also a poem, besides editorial and’ Mmisééllaneous matter, ‘The Student is'among thé kood
college periodicals, and we are glad to. note its

signs of prosperity.~Lewiston; Me. : The Bates Student,

lat Theology for the family the Subbath-school ;
for the training for young converts; to prepare

3

|

LERARY

“NOTES,

D. Appleton & Co,, of New York, have

ied the idea of Dickens's *‘ Dictionary
don,” and

have

made

cop-

of Lon-

a “Dictionary of New

York and vicinity.”

ine

The letters of Johu M.

y

Keating

describing

the suceessive stages'of Generil ‘Grant's tour’
around the

world,

have

been

issued in

book

form.
;
i
Mr. Nathaniel H. Bishop, author of “The
Voyage of a Paper Canoe,”has all ready for immediate issue from the press of Lee & Shepard,
a companion volume entitled “Four months in
a Sneak-Box,” the name of the fishing snd

results of moderate drinking,
and the relations
of strong drink to political corruption and municipal misrule. The story ulso illustrates the

const, and in which he made a most interesting

chamicter, and unselfish

rivers, and along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. The work contains many new and important observations upon this comparatively uu-

labor for the good of

others. The career and experience of His Honor the Mayor, and his family circle, as given

in these pages, will be a timely and impressive
warning to those who may be tempted
political preferment

‘at the

expense

to seek

of privei-

ple, and through the aid of demoralizing drinking customs.
Itis a good book to putin the
Sunday-school library, orin the family —which,
indeed, is much the sane thing.

ger to all, and especially to such ‘as are ‘of infirm

health.

This

volume

tells

how

to

provide

duck-shooting boats used on our New Jersey
trip of 2600 miles down the Ohio and Mississippi

familiar part of our land.
“Castle Foam,” by H. W. French, will also
be brought out at once by the same

house.

It

is a strong and dramatic novel founded in Russian during the brilliant reign of the Emperor
Alexander.’ The author's familiarity with the‘people and customs, has ennbled him to weuve

into an interesting story the pride, passion.
treachery,

magnificence

and

the

underlying

truth of life among the nobility.
The London Society for Promoting Christian.
knowledge is publishing a ‘series of Manuals on

Health, which are ‘extremely valuable snd in-teresting. One of these, entitled, ‘Health and
Occupation,” contains ‘some very curious information, based upon the statistics of the

against many of those dangers.
The subjects
of dress, bathing, pulmonary food, overheated
air, indifférence to sunshine, neglect of exercise, etc., are considered,
and miny wholesome
hints given in each case. The price of the vol
ume may save some reader a large doctor's bill.

English Registers. From this it appears that
barristers, ministers, and eivil engineers, not

It isn’t ulways necessary to go out of one's
country for recreation.
A sky-blue, pupercovered volume published by D. Lothrop &

commercial community present a very favorable conditio.. of heulih, and others of the class
very unfavorable.
Grocers ure atthe head of
this class, so far as regards ‘mortality, while
drapers, tailors, bakers, butchers, &e., are far

withstanding their arduous occupations, are at
the top of the scale of vitality, The represent-

utives of the agricultural ¢lusses exhib.t, on the
whole, a healthy condition, as, indeed, the ex-

perience of all time goes to show.

Co. (Boston) tells how the very best of recren-

‘Lion wus found by a clergyman and his sons,
who spent a portion of the summer in paddling
up and down the Merrimack river, on whose
shores they lived.

It is entitled

Up and Down

the Merrimack, and makes a volume in the

‘Leisure Hour” . geries which. this firm is issuing.

Mr. Boyd, the author, is a practical man,
and is constantly interjecting the most sensible

of sentences into the narrative of his voyaging.
The scenery of the river, which both the text
und the pictures reveal, the manner of passing’
one's time upon it, the management of a. boat

down.on
draymen
trial class
ranks, an

‘Some of the

the list, and carmen, carriers, and
are at the very bottom. The induspresents, almost throughout all its
unfavorable condition in respect to

the value
of life.’

The following extract sums

up the conclusjoly reached ;

ro

“In considering this long list of occupations

which present a mortulity above the average,

we have brought before us the fucts of a multitude of injuries, many of which are. entirely

who accompanied him; and

preventable. The greater portion of these ioJuries are inflicted through the breathing or‘guns or lungs, and chiefly through ‘the inhalution of “fine particles of ‘solid muterials which
are drawn into the lungs, and which produce,

recreation that is within the reach of all, if they

organic disease, such a8 bronchitis or consump-

as well us the boys

very many other things enter into the book. It
Is a thoroughly good description of a kind of first, irritation, and afterwards
will but train their taste to recognize and enjoy
the beautiful and enjoyable wherever they exist.—( Paper.) 185 pp. 50 cents.
—

tion,

The

flaxdresser,

the

some form of

hairdresser, the

earthenware manufiaclurer or: potter, are specially the victims of these injurious occupations

the potter standing with the pubican as the
highest of all the working community in the

er, slipping a finger into his pocket,moves
rate of mortality, with one single exception,the
Harper’s opens with a thoroughly good il- cabman, who ix just a little less favored. Pottbe battery, whereupon the death’--head
lustrated
ters died at the rate of 138 to 100 of the commuskefchof “The UId National Pike,”y
rolls its eyes and grinds its teeth, or the
'
p
_the.seventy
traded The
| little rabbit beats the bell with its rods; {-whieh describes the scenes and-ifo along the | cabmen, who are the most unfortunate of all,
A third kind of ornament is a small bird ‘old post-roud over the Alleghanies between stand at 142, The cabmen, however, are a
set with diamonds, to be fixed in a lady's Virginia and Maryland in its palmy days. This sma:l order compared with the rest, ro that,
hair, and the wings of which can be set is followed by another illustrated paper on taking the facts us a whele , publicsns and potin motion electrically.
“Early American Art,” in which good wood- ers resent the worst lives in respect to
ealth,

1

bird-lovers’ and insect-bunters;

Thereis a silly story'ol * A Night ‘on the! Tete

might have been avoided if he bad paid
By Hamilton
as much attention to the small as to the ‘| WINTER AND ITS DANGERS.
0O-good, editorial staff:of the Boston “Medical
large things of life. The poison’ivy and
und Surgical Journsl.”
[American Heulth
Primers.]
Poiladelphia:
Lindsey& Blakisthe innocuous kind differ in one particular
ton. 16mo. pp. 160,
(50 eis.)
which is too easy of remembrance to be
Winter in high latitudes is fraught with dan-

yet alive. ‘Beneath the waters lay Roder-

Lovingly in her

sodes will be read with ‘delight.’ Some: really

ume contains a collection of the poems and sons

of the kitchen. On wash days it is a good. priceless value of the Christian faith,of upright

|'and dreneh them with cold suds, the dirt-

woes

very handsome one.
The snow had drifted

's

rivate Christians for fitelligent participation
adornments are within the reach of even
the poorest, and time spent upon them is n the prayer-méeting, and the lay Evangelist
by no means idly spent. The great Ar- | for bis work; for reference in the Theological
seminary, and especially for pastoral use.”
chitect shows His infinite skill in the pencilings of the humblest flower that grows
His HONOR THE MAYOR. By Helen E. Chapby

past came and stood out’ vividly before
my mind’s eye. My child’s face revealed
feelings which I had experienced ‘twenty
years before.

dry,

to stay.
They ask a sunny exposure,
freedom from dust, sufficient moisture, a

Baptist Magazine. ,

experience,

telling

and

flourishing most when the air is most
healthful for our own lungs. The muchdisputed question as to the wholesomeness
of having plants in living-rooms seems to
be seltled, and the plants are encouraged

wine of God.”
The stars are silent

Charles

to a growing demand. The subjects treated
are such as all young Christians, snd studenis

ess, though she kriew it not; and ere long
the ashes were blazing

York:

made her name familiar among the admirers of
choice and

tion.

HOME TOPICS.
THE SITTING-ROOM. It is not too soon

of conviction,
new-born

New

it all freshly before me!
Will she love me as dearly, I wonder, | volume:its yume, Js 9f that kind in which Mrs.
Dorr, perhaps, excels: the seizing of some
twenty years or more from now, because, striking fact or Jfuhidy; Awd: dlaking it teach a
moved by the same impulse that stirred wholesome and impressive lesson. In the presmy father’s heart in that long-ago time, I ent case, a cloistered “mionk, filled with unrest
was able to press the little frightened and longing for holiness, seeks both peéace and
thing to my heart, and tell her kindly joy in prostrations and in the numerous penthat I knew she didn't mean to spill the ances that are a part of his religion. Itis not
gravy, and that I knew she would be until he sees Christ in a vision, and is ‘told by
him that it is not bodily mortification, but dis
more careful another time? Will she be interested work for others that he needs, that
helped by it when she is a mother as I he enters upon’ the way of spiritual satisfac-

clouds

and the deacons prayed with new

C. Ri Dorr.

“Friar Anselmo,” the poem which gives the

Flora, and why should I fear the dust
which tells of my Fathers footsteps?”
*¢God is in his Holy Temple. Let all
the earth keep silence before him.”
The cloud came back with the deacon
and Flora, but it was a eloud of blessing.
| In among their duties went ‘the twain—
and in'work found healing.
Dry as dust no longer were the prayer“meetings, for the fountain “of th great
deep had been opened up. The
minister
preached with the accents

with

sight of my own little girl's face brought

peaceful,

Fleecy

overwhelmed

breaking. No punishment could have
affected me balf so much and nothing can
efface the memory of it from my mind.
How I loved my father to-day, as the

beauty of heaven. There is a natural
body and a spiritual body, and seed sown
is not lost. Your bread is cast upon the
waters, and you will find it after: many
days.
Such disjointed sentences were uttered
by the deacon, as he walked on the shore
with his daughter leaning on his arm.
She a sacrifice. He a priest. And Loch
Lomond a Holy of Holies.
And there before them was a sea of
glass mingled with fire; and as the pellu-

God, lo, the wavelets sparkled

suddenly

feelings of love and gratitude,-and. burying my face, I sobbed as if my heart was

in heaven. Loss is gnin. Whatever God
takes, he gives back to us clothed in the

and protection of the universal God, and

:

‘Then he whispered,

had been quite forgotten.” Roderick had a you go down Gellar again,”
shot life, but short lives are. oOlten, the ~ Oh, what a revolution of feelings I. exbest lives. Jesus was only three years, perfenced! Tt was such a surprise to me

floor.
I never shall forget:the shock that it
His eyes filled with tears, and he said,
gave me. I seemed almost paralyzed.
I didn’t dare to . go upstairs, and I was
tenderly, *“ If you wish it, my child, we
afraid to stay down there, and to make it
shall go.”
The week after, father and daughter | worse, I heard my father's voice in the
He had cautioned us all, again
were among the somber boskage of the kitchen.
Trossachs, hearing the healing voices of and again, to be careful of that lamp;

How sad! There, on the margin of the
lake, stood the old man almost withered,

me

ter ; we all know "twas an accident, but I
hope you will take the small lamp when

see where Roderick lost his life.”

nature, Christlike, saying to the storm of
the soul, ‘ Peace, be still,” as they sail-

hugging

works,‘ her futhér said, ‘‘ Things come
back to my mind now, Flora, I thought

+ teach them to associate
the thoughts with
harvest of

close to his breast,

was

oh, 'so kindly!

were gathered in the kitchen, to keep the

*¢ He will not

and

And so when Flora eame in, looking more
cheerful for being-alone with God und his

an-

service

child's

In a wintte he had lifted

me in his arms,

grief.

The mother had laid her table with great
|
care
and pains for a company of distingel whisper. And the old map bowed
his head and wept as he had not wept guished guests, when her little girl accisince he lifted up Flora to take a last dentally overturned a tareen of gravy on
her snowy cloth.
look at her dead mother. He turned to
‘What should I do? It seemed a drop
the window, hiding his tears, and great
clouds of dust swept before the gathering too much for my tired nerves—many
drops too much for my table-cloth. I
storm of rain.
When the minister entered the pulpit was about to jerk my child down angrily
that morning and saw the - deacon's seat from the table when a blessed influence
empty he knew there was something held me.
I caught the expression on her face:
wrong, and feared lest he had given of-.
fense in word or deed, His sermon ‘was such a sorry, frightened, appealing look I
den and unknown, all silently as

. moment, but after a moment’s thought, ed over Loch Katrine, and took coach for
1 answered, * Yes, dear, Ithink so.”
‘| the Queen of Lakes. Flora in silent
What did his words express, but a mastery kept down the terrible anguish
child-like, confiding trust in the knowl- whizh would have vent.

edge and sympathy of the great Father,
even in the fate of the mythical kittens?
Could I say to him that God cared noth~ ing about them, and thus nip in the bud

face to-day.

his<anemory:

of gratitude ; whereas;the memory of
: thrill
hasty severity to little ones must bring a
Bhew all th€ words meant pang. This tanden oi SIA mother’s

very thoughtful, and Harry’s wondering | Soon the news spread during:the week,
eyes widen and grow. misty with baby and everybody said, ¢ Puir Miss Stuart,
sympathy. When it is finished, there she will be broken-hearted,”

are numberless questions

the deep sea of

Sons, Square 12me. pp. 178. ($1.25). .
Mrs. Dorr is not an unknown writer. Several excellent novels, articles on social and literary topics and. vewspaper sketches have

/

room, I was gliding into a delicions -day- to his beloved child; for to Roderick she

dream, when footsteps sounded af the

"I doubt not. ‘that he saw the same look

was it, in its ancient

and that

nipt in a flourishing condifion,

Flora “opened

one of ténderest pity take its place.

too, as the throneof God.

come

Another wanted a

the parlor reading

BY M. M. BISBEE.

to show us heaven.”
:
For some time after, the old man was
lost in thought, and there came up from

FRIAR ANSELMO and Other Poems. ' By Julia

murmur of peace. And the great hill
enrobed in the mist, so calm, so stately

sure his work was done, and was praying

Jeremiah.

the angry look die out of his eyes, and
in my face then that I sawin my

cuty of sgme of the betier pictures by early
American artists are pro dp ore I
another stirring +ketch of “The Cattle
Runches
ofthe Colorado,” which, with its"
esque
flistrutions and descriptions of remuntio epi.-

Fiterarg Bebietw,

with the world, and God has made it dark

els.

of former

garden seeking a rose, her father

THREE CHILDREN.

most

ashes

ashes;.and- though ‘blinded:

‘When Death, the healer, bounteous and mild,
Shall give to us once more our fairest child!
— Chambers’s Journal.

fused and’ sorry, that 1 coulda’ speak.

But upon glancing againat father, I saw

cid surface was ruffled

vival preacher ; theminister himself made
and looking for a

Sleep, dérling Elsie—in God's sheltered. garden
ep 1 hn
Bs
3

Perhaps

\

taken up

both of us have been too much

afar,—clouds,the dust of his feet, thought

draw the people.

strange lore within her baby mind,

of the

and

One member said better singing’ woul

ledge which no sage of earth could

Till comes the blessed holit

revival,

from?

ith her sunny smile—

«4

lugubri-

no heaven-sent shower to make the dust

O blind and weak! let us return to heaven
‘What was but lent 8 while,
Gat
i
w soon again she willbe given

We lay thee—little flower!" =

a

the

the worthy deacon pleading, the two or
three pennies, and only two or three sis-

No; little Elsie never more will waken

oe

looked

a winsome wee thing and as

ous manner moaning for

And will she wake again at close of day?

pond, are three

sat Deacon

worthy minister in a somewhat

Did she grow weary at her happy play,

In the borders

folk

ious work.
'mold-

Is she at rest?

:

some

where

and, but for them,

LITTLE ELSIE.

“find,

he had not strawed,”

gude as she was bonny.”

A sweet pale face that seems in marble

where

slyly at the big pew
was really

And wear the thorns that bound His head,

folded
Upon her quiet breast;

reaping

Stuart and his bonny daughter Flora,who

I breathe thy fragrance once again;
I feel thy thorns, and not in vain,
He felt the thorn.
And if I follow where He led, = .

the leading

deacon-of a Baptist church in the far
North. 1lis worldly and spiritual wealth
were both hidden. People named him
sour, firm, close or stingy, according to

IN SILENTIO.
I haye far wandered
from the way;
Hear me, oy Father, while I pray
Forgiveness. Can I from Thee stray
{| 7
With willing feet?

‘The angels (scarce more
taken

know he doeth all things well.

~ “ DUST AND ASHES.”
Gnarled, rugged, weathér<beaten as an
old oak, was Norman Stuart,

BT
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further succor. . They. were not only be- +... “Tho
effects of color.and luster, feathers appeal ray of suflshine where yer he@ movedge in socie-or
gat ia hoard aoove the lyre.”
1éagueredby suvages, who kept &eross- And
what do the last. two. lines mean. (if tothe @sthi¢tic
ste] of birds by their y, und was consequently loved an
spected
Aire on them fréth two commanding bluffs,
form, their arrangement and their varie. by all who NOW Der, ‘Her ast mono Wore
but were listeners to-.constant insults ut‘tered in English; and: seeming to. come

401 it ak 30 ot
AOVRRIBEDD ci Perhaps
my mind has

© ‘1 do'not know.

'been shattered by readinga good deal

ty. Only

of

from some white man. quartered with their
poetry; but: cértain ‘it is I can
savage foes, When a horse, or a mule ‘obituary
not make
¢ither straps or shoe-strings out |.
fell, a taunting voice from the bluffs (of
the above,
FORK

would come, saying, ** Better go out and

harness

him.

again. for

your

1. am reminded, honored sir, of an ingid

funeral.”

(Again: * Lift.up your bats and giveus a «dent, It is said that Edward Irving once
mark.”
)
Still again : ** Come
out of your persuaded Dr. Chalmers, that giant of
A man should neverbe ashattied to own holes you —= "and fight square.” This common sense, to go with him and listen
that he hus been in the wrong, which Is Het from the renegade ensconced with the to a conversationof Coleridge. Arrivedjat
the house, Irving sat on a stoi and, lookbut saying
that he is wiser to+day than he
2
{acd
wad
AEH
|
ed up in the face of Coleridge, while the
“was yesterday~LPope.’ ©
©
od
"The following account is given of the philosopher poured fortha stream of large
Time ought,
above all other kinds
gli dy speech. Afterjt was ovof pruperty, to be free from.invasion; and return of ihe ; colored cavalry to camp, ‘and
er, as they went away, Irving was loud
yet there ls no man: who does not claim near Rowlins, Wyowing territory, after
in’ his - éulogium upon - the wisdom,
the power of wasting that time which is the rescue of 'Piyue's soldiers: and retreat "the
depth;
the inspiration" of’ the
the right of others.—Jahhson. =
{9%
|
of the Indian’;
' 5
*'iaiy a0 srityinmag

No humility Is perfect and, prroportioned

but that which. makes

ns

mortal, that

that

a8 corrupt, but

respect

humility

|’

hate ourselves

ourselves

as im-

kueels

in

the

_ dust, but gazes on the skies.—Adrchzr. Butler.

i

al

As holiness is not so much

“In

| slush and ‘mu

40

per-

fections, 80 love must be bot one element

a minister of Christ, but the veiy soul
and lite of hi3 work.—R. Fuller.

Is

0st

eled soap

§weetly ey

got on and

ve

Snow

trav-

dre friends

to the seed, though they, are enemies to
the flower. Adversityis indeed cofitrary to
It is not the same

thing to be wise

are

men,

wise in the things. of eternity owho can
not in‘any sort understand them.
Knowledie 13 baught ifit hath not its use for

piety.— 8. Gregory.

ist

cavalry ‘horses;

Agreeably
to the request

mounted

on +he' new

We are never without a pilot. When we

ulster. aud army hat, his

know not how to steer, and dare not hoist
a sail, we can drift.
The current knows
the way, though we do pot. The ship of

face

worn

fatigue and anxiety, alighted und
Colonel

with

&aluted

‘Bizekett, while his men halied in

3

line. Every shapé of jacket, trousers,
heave guides itself, dnd Wwill'odt accept a buot and hatof modern creation ‘seemed
wooden rudder.— Emerson.
represented in: this troop, and under
very dilapidated hat brim there was the
i po By: -

(A BTATY DoBes AWD HIS BRU?

in the

Without reflecting at, all

on

the mental

qualifications of my correspondent, I will
freely acknowledge that it is not every

horses sent out

to them after all their own horses’ were
shot down, dpproachied the camp, whose
officers, turned: Lout , to. welcome. them.
Captain, Dodge, (with. a long dark blue

:

made

above, I have tackled the piece of poetry.

ed by their commander; : Captain Dodge,
and Lieat-nunt Hughes; these tew blick

that

many; Andeed,

the

eulogist. It appears to mé that for poe-

which hail been the first to succor Payne's:
belengu fed med on the 2d instant. Hend-

glory, bat it! ‘befriendeth grace.— Richard
Baztersy
i 1 Ot
ETM
AH
it is to understand ; for

w

sullis,

snow was lying thick on the shaded hill- | try and common sense and wisdom, to
sides, and the lariated horses and mules “8ay tiothing about piety, “1 would rather
were striving to ' nibble the thin
grass have one of Dr. Watts’s % iymns than a ten
which occasionally showed itself.
On a acre lotof such/'stuff.
But I await the rays of light emanating
sudden Colonel Brackett rose in front of
his tent, shouting, ** There come the bru- from one whom I may venture to call a
nettes!” and there came looming over the moral and intellectual * Edison. = Truly
4 “A Truth SEEKER.
«re:t
of the southern ridge the advance yours,
rd of the black ewvalry' compnny
REPLY.

an. attribute

of God as the glory of all the Divine

sige. “Presently Dr. Chalmers said:
*“ So far as I can form any opinion, it
to me s
that the man is daft” [crackfathomless withymud, puddles ha ponds | seem
lay all around, left by the blowing snow ; ed]. That is about the way I feel as to the
every foot of ground ‘was trampled ‘to author quoted above and his enraptured
tl

Between the camp, roads a nd

peaceful and serene, expressing

ull, are

but

on

abilities’

the gifts

of

(whith

Providence),

1

|. Will hasten at once to my exgesis.

she yet speaketh.

¢

8,

The meaning of this line I conceive to

‘be: The flour for na’ doubt
an

error of the transcriber)

flower is

of

rushes

- May all her

ates imitate ber example.
MARY

A., wife of Elder

and 7 months,

young

‘associ-

n
JAS, W. MARTIN.
Cyrus Stitson,

in New Shuron, Me. Sep,

1, aged

died

67 years

She wus born in the

Athens, embraced religion when

town

about

of

168 or

17 years of age, wud buptized by Elder Stitson,

Joined the first ¥. Baptist church in Athens,
und remained a wutthy member until the
church lost its visibility. She was married
Feb. 21, 1841, moved ‘to Fairfield, where she
resided until September, 1842, when

OD

feel it right to

ple, he does not so much affect as nature
adorned with‘a ‘resturant. The
most
beautiful Jandseape serves as a point for
a public garden, ‘where with pipe and
glass he can meditate on the beautiss of
nature. . Often his family are with him.
The wife has her endless

and

come

He

up

to

chat.’

orders’ ‘brown

bread; eheese or sausage,
and beer “ull
round,” and an afternoon so spent. is his
aeekly holiday. With the lower class,
Sunday is the most popu ar picnic day,
but if yoa can afford the time in the ih
it is ‘considered more elegunt, Babies
seem to live in the’ open air, und their

a favorite

For the

she

Or C, H. EGGLESTON
CO., Chicago,fil

FOR SALE.

kind,

The Subscriber offers for sale

and

HIS

obliging neighbor, patient under persecutions
and afflictions, and “benevolent to the poor,
‘sick and unfortunate.” She lived and died a

Christian,

FARM,

Situated in Veazle Village, four miles from: :Ban-

CoM.

gor, containing 100 Acres

of Excellent

comparatively new, beautifully located

watered,

MRS. FANNY, wife of G. W. Selden, died
suddenly of heart di-euse, in. Mt. Pleasant,
Wis, Sept. 28, aged 67 years. Mrs, Selden
was daughter of Jesse and Prudence Clemens,
and born in Williamstown, O-wego Co., N.
Y.
In 1833, her parents moved with her to
Cleveland, Onio, whe ré she: was married, and
mn 1842 they cameto Wis., »ud settled in the

serenity

months

though

ing millions in heaven, and the body slumber
‘ing in the cold grave. She was a good, industrious, faithful wife, and a tender, affectionate

Has abou

Land

and well

slo

200 APPLE TREES,
Just beginningto bear. ‘Cuts between 50 ‘and 80
Tons of Hay, and with small expense can be made
to cut 100 Tons. A commodious

TWO STORY HOUSE,

town of Mt. Pleasant, where she. resided until ( Containing Eleven Finished Rooms, all in
death. ‘At he the age of 25 ‘the gave h:r repair, nearly now. Carriage House with

heart to God. und was baptized and éndeave
ored to live a consistent Chris‘ ian.
She leswves
her husb ind, four children and au large circle
of frivnds to mourn their loss,
B, F, MCKENNEY.

amusement,

three.

church,

tians of different denominations in the worship

ind with good roads, réstaurants at convenient’ points along the way, und often a
beautiful 1 indscape at the end, they are
not without charms even to a wenk-back

ed American.

tbe

of God, ' She laved all Christians, and sinners
with a love of pity. Doubtless hundreds will
remember her exhortations,
prayers and
tears while she is (as we trust) with the shin-

long afternoon in the public parks; not
a little walk, but a ‘st y-spell.? Lony
are

join

and indulgént mether,s peaceable,

knitting ; the

acquuintances

nerveless

|

with

ever remained strictly, ¥. Baptist, and an
every day Christian,
8he united
with Chris-

German fondness for out-of-door life is
well known.
But nature,
pure and sim-

children play about,

she

ber busband moved to New Sharon, There
they found the F, Baptist church in such disorder, strifé and contention, that she did not .

_OUT-0F-DOOR LIFE IN GERMANY.

walks, t 0,

:* The full streams feed on the flower 8f rush-

ELASTIC TRUSS

to

exemplar student,
and’ the ‘church a faithful
und earnest Christian worker. | Though dead,

multitude and plump

after

a readiness

|

ITE

the plainest birds have wll
She was & datifubehild, and affectiontholé ping! aatle uniform ‘wud’ sim- depart,
ate sister, and in her death
society bas lost an
In an immense number of ornament, Rio tirande Coll
a worthy and

mind that can successfully collar such are at once - noticeable to a stranger
poetry. Bat without dilating, in a spirit Mothers and, nurses take them. out, for a
of vain glory,

Ap FAY AAs

ment.

ed with basement
An
PLY OF MUCK withiu
Farm will be sold ata
down, balance on time
particulars inquire of
1
~1
3t40

DEA. STUPREN SHOREY died in East. Roch.
ester,

N. H , Sept. 16,

aged

70

years

avd

Barn 40 by 60 feet, el Routed

9|

months. . He was born in Lebanon, Me., in
1808; was married to Louisa Corson, of Rochester, N H., in 1830, experienced religion in

I

and

good
base‘paint.

INEXHAUSTIBLE she.
ten rods of the barn. This
Great Bargain, one-half
if desired, ¥or further
REV. A. W.REED,:
ail) ih VEAZIE, MB,

Educational,

was in Dresden we regulaily,
every
is the nutriment, thatis the nourishment,
and was baptized by the late’
Rev. Ed- |;
holiday— 1884,
Ameriean is neeustomed to wasociate with that is the nutritive nr the nutrient sub- Wednesday—the : children's
ward Blaisdell and united with ‘the chiirch at
made
such
an
excursion;
and
my
memothe brighter side of slavery lire, rather stance or entity on which the streams that
West Lebanon.
Fe remained a faithful memMaDe
CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
ED views 80 pre
ber uatil the South Lebanon church was orLVI Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, ClassiA kind of rom ntic interest. attaches to than tne dashing bravery which signaliz- ure full (thatis that are not empty, but vy is full of nn
the Elbe to the ganized. Uniting with this church he. was cal, ‘Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
on the contrary, quite the reverse), nou. - sented to me; tri
the recent rapid’
March: of Gapv. Dodge ed the resene on Milk river. Colonel
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term
deacon.
Afterward the South Lebanon
Brackett, lifting his hat, started the round ‘ish’ themselves, or are noarished, or ex- | summer house of th® King of Saxony,” a chosen
begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter termi begins Nov.
F. B. church became one with the East’ Roch3,
term beging Jan, 26,. 1884. Sumrest
qarant
.
being
on
one
side
of
the
and his, black Merges, of the, 9th, U.S. of applause 10 these cavalrymen, which ercise, us iv were, their digestive apester.
He faithfully Rerried the duties of mer’1879,termSpring
begins Apr. 1, "1880. Anniversaries,
royal garden; to Meissen and its porce- that office until failing’ health rendered him June
Cavalry, to reliéve Capt. Payne’s handful
was joined in by (he assembled officers paritus.
J
17, 1880. For
Catalogue address K. Bachel of some “ The ripe griss trammels the traveling foot.” lain manufactory; walks through pine umableto attend to them. He was a firm pil- der, A. M., Princinal, or C, A. Farwell, Secretary.
of soldiers who had been surrounded by and troops; and caw ed the whites
lar
in
the
church,
ever
taking
a
deep
interest
Pittsfield,
Me.,
Aug.
?2, 1879.
woods overlooking the river; and nlways
- the hostile Ute Indians, and were likely forty or fifty black eyes 10 gleam: like the
in every cau~e which would promote. its welObserve here that the order, of grisses
he odd little resfhurants which gave us, be- fare,
new risen moon.
Up went the hands of
IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Fall Term
the amount of his liberal contributo be slaughtered at dny moment.” The the negro soldiers to their mples in sa- -i3 very large and compr. hensive, in- sides the beer, glasses of rich milk, plates tion~ and
will commence August
26, For Stale
e adgiven for its support will probably never
Wa in
following incidents of the fight are from lute, aud nearly every one of them bowed cluding not only what we ordinarily call of fruit and home-made cakes. Every- be known. Asa citizen he was highly esteem- dress the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.
!
grass,
but
also
corn,
rye,
wheat,
and
all
ed.
[In
al!
his
business
transactions
he
was
thing is arranged to aid the pleasant
the N. XY, Herad ;
with real grace in acknowledgment of the
toe grains, and
sugar-cane.
These fashion. Steamers ply up and down the strictly homest and reliable. It perhaps can
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION .—New Ham
greeting given them.
‘ grasses,” when rip, take the form of Elbe, street-cars take one where steam- never be known how much East Rochester is
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_ Fron bud to flower, from flower to fruit;
And fruit and flower are gold nnd fire,
And the oat is heard above the lyre;
Andithe hoofed-heel Satyr crushes
.The chestnut burr at the chestnut root.”
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DR. SAMUEL HILL died in Sutton, Vt., Oct,
16, uged 87 years. He died us the righteous

die, with ** hope in his death,” From his
early years he hus been a follower of Christ;
for years officiated as deacon of the church in
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tle practiced medicine for over
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Christian life with faith in a blessed immortal
ity...
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JaMES H. HAZELTINE died in Buxton, Me.,
Geur, died at their residence in €oncord, oe, 1
Oct. 21, aged 49 years and 10 months. A
12. , A character and life like hers deseryes
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MRS. BeTSRY LiBBY died in Gorham, Me.,
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“ The hoofed-heel Satyr crushes.
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COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular Information, send for a olroui to Rev. W COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.
ILTON. COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements for the Soming year,
For particulars address the Secretary, A. O.
MupGr, Wilton Junction, Iowa.
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MORNING STAR OFFICE.
Any one wishing to
take a quantity, to seil at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large discount by
applying to W. 0. SAYLES, 10 War. 81, N.
the cash accompanying the order,
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bri

William H.

six bundred

Items.

Grant

comedian and playwright, is dead.
An offensive and defensive alliance has
concluded between Servia and Bulgaria.

to

been

*

William Witbam shot George Rhinehart dead

at

President Hayes, in a recent interview

do away with many of the cases brought
ris North Texan
to the Legislature

its intro:

with

ground,

the editor of the Richmond Intelligencer, conIn Halbstadt, in the Bender district,Bessarabia, the wells

used

by

the

German

whole

colony

have been poisoned by arseanic. One hundred
persons are ill and five have died.
The perpetrator has not been discovered.
William Brayton, who was

suppased

Charles, Mo., safe but after a perilous

which he was nearly frozen to death.
Herr von Koeller bas been elected

to

be

at

St.

trip, in

!

presi-

dent of the Prussian Diet, and Dr. Friedbe

appointed Prussian minister of justice.
hia
The Confederate monument at Macon, Ga.,
was unveiled Tuesday in the presence of twenty-five thousand spectators. There was 8 military procession.
The oration was delivered
by Colonel Thomas Hardeman.

in

California,

who

perished

in

a

stow-storm November 14, 1859, were dis-

, covered Sunday about a mile southwest of
the town of Bodie. He is believed to have
heen

a

native

either

of

Rochester

or

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., where he left a ‘fam"James Redpath, the missing
burean man, has arrived at Ban
p

rom

lecture
Francisco

Patiama andis stopping atthe Palace
count

of the circumstances

woihis-leaving
New York: are similar to
those previously published. : -

‘Very few people realize what an expen-

siye thing an election is.

of

The official cost

the last California State

"Sen Francisco

election

in

alone was $72,872,16,

or

$1,77 a vote. ‘Three or four times as much
more was probably expended by the candidates.
~ Grant's kind
hope
that
he
would
‘meet his San Francisco acquaintances in

“gq better world” is the first sign he has
given since his return that he expects
. eventually to shake off the old Grans
crowd.—Springfield Republican.
It was the ‘Western Reserve” which
gave Ohio to the republicans.

= The rest of

the State gave 4,600 democratic plurality
against Foster, which the 10 counties of
the “Western Reserve” buried under a republican majority of 21,736.
{The proposition to send a number of the
most prominent republican speakers into

“ Louisiana during the December campaign

is receiving much attention. The President is earnest in his support of these plans
to gid the Southern republicans to reorganize the party in that State, and to help
in securing a full vote.
The latest advices from the White-river

region state that the Utes not being satis-

fled with their recent conference with
Special Agent Adams, are now desirous of
‘treating for peace with General Merritt.

A Santa Fe despatch

of Wednesday con-

firms the reported burning of Fort Winate by the Navajos on that day.
. Lieutenant Garringe telegraphs
from
+ Alexandria, Egypt, that all matters have
‘been amicably arranged for the removal of
Cleo,
’s needle. He says: “There is a

Many families were rendered home-

the property loss is estimated at over

Granville Jordan’s extensive cooperage at
and stock,

was burned Thursdsy night ; loss, $13,000; in<

surance, $8,000.

__¢ Ethan Allen,” an old cannon that fofimed
part of Fort Ticonderoga’s armament, and
was castin France

in 1725,

A new government for the province of Queworks a

su

and

afternoon,

with

and’ minister of

legislative, pounel

the

Mr.

public

P

ihe

legislature was prorogue

until the 10th of December.

Latest News.

General Grant reached Omaha, Nebraska,
Sunday aftetnoon....There was a decrease of
$10,852,906

month

in the

mational

debt

during

of October....Between

sixty

and

City,

at Mound

eighty houses were burned

the

Illinois, Sunday afternoon, involving a proper-

ty loss of about $80,000....A tremendous explosion of fire damp occurred in the Delaware
and Hudson mines at Mill Creek, Penn., at
9:80, A« M., Sunday, and five men were killed.
+... Late advices from Special Agent Adams,
under date of Los Pinos, October 29, state that

the
deal of antagonism here on the part ‘a protracted council has been held with was
bite river Utes, and that a willingness
~ of foreign residents to the removal of the evinced
the parties guilty of the
‘obelisk to the United States, and threats murder ofto surrender
Agent Meeker and assistants....
gre made of an attempt to seize the obelisk The death of Us 8..8enator, Zachary Chandler,
sellit in Europe

for account

"European creditors of Egypt.

of the

The obelisk

is now American property, and the Ameri-

can ownership of it will be maintained.
The work of preparing for removal is

' going on satisfactorily.

A
severe
gale prevailed last Wednesday
dy England and provincial
; Fed Te
Seventy = vessels were driven
1
const,
iashorein the straits of Canso

others along the coast.
wok

nim.

hy

Cis

The

not

ob

and

many

loss oflife is
ieved

to

of Mich., which occurred suddenly in Chicago,
Suturday morning, removes one of the most
Sncompromising opponents of.the South in
its war against
the Union and one of the most
radical opposers of all disunion schemes since

then.

addressed

estroyed, sud the damage to propag very gronv. Many bridges were

was

Pacific

found

in

Hotel.

a large audience in

He

had

MeCormick’s

hall the previous evening, and afterward complained of slight indisposition, but it was not

supposed his illness was at all threatening.
coroner’s inquest found the cause

be | to be

In New Beunswick many buildings

Senator Chandler

his bed at the Grand

cerebral

sen

of his death

wus
body 31
hemorrhage. fr The
Detroit

ME

President has directed

depariments

A

to be

the

several

closed and

A

executive

other

formal

tokens of respect to be observed on the day
the senutor’s funeral,

of

and

re-

The summer is the time

to‘ make it

one

they

as

to

labor.”

in

THE

ure in this country is mot alarmingly
liant.— Scientific American.

bril-

soon
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Excellent

best writers of Sacred g Fr
Doane, Geo. F. Root, Harry Sanders,
and others have contributed
to this
year’s selections. NOW READY.
Ww.

H.

Price, 5 cts. $4.00 per 100 copies.
PUBLISHED BY

JOHN
W,

CHURCH & CO.,

Fourth

Street,

Cincinnati,

And 805 Broadway, New York.
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others besides myself
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BUTTER.

ly as, in several instances, to break something
about the carriage. After trying various methto get

in,

Care

aud No 2 mixed at 43 @ 450 ¥ bu.

as he

following

New

ols Written Express
ly for Christmas Cele-

ur,
$5$5 5050 @@ $6 $6 00;
00; Oat
Oat ] Mea

into the carriage, he would start, and if not allowed to go, he would rear, or back so violent.

i

Springing into the carriage, I would take the

Fair
to good

reins, and when he started, I would drive him
round in as small a circle as possible

Co.'s

RYE. This articleie scarce and m small lots the
sales have been at $1 § $1 05.
FEED. We quote Shorts at
$17 @ 1750; Fine
Feed at $1750 @ $18; and Midd
gs
at $20 @ $21

felt the motion of a person attempting to get

when there were

&

CORN. Mixed and yellow at 65 & 66¢c ¥ bu.
OATS. We quote No. 1 and extra white at 48 §49c; No 2 while at 45); @ 46%c; aud No 3 white

state that in the spring of 1876, I purchased a
horse which had this fault in an unusual de-

the

Church

66

bi

HORSES.

ods to;cure him, I adopted

teowds

BETTER THAN EVER!

MARKETS.

consln, fancy, $750.@

-In response to your request for information
as to the treatment of impatient horses, I will

So impatient was he just so

!

BOSTON, Saturday, November 1

rate the
cult-

gree.

through
IM. E.

of

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

Boston Produce Report.

flat

of tea

IMPATIENT

The Rev. Wm. McDonald is well
He United States as a minister

BAKER’S VANILLA CHOCOLATE is excellent for
eating or drinking. Equal to any imported, at one
half
the cost, Ask your grocer for it.

and

eventually

this

able family medicine,
Are,
iy
tue REV,
M. MCDONALD.

think

perfectly

At

JAN. 1,1878,
MR, H. R, STEVENS:—
Dear Sir,~I take pleasure In saying, that
1 hav used the Vegulise In my family w
results, and I have known of several cases
re.
markable cure effected 4] I regard It as a valua-

The genuine

FLOUR.
Western superfine, #5 3 550; Common extras,$6 @ 6 25; W isconsin, $897; Minnegota, bakers, $450 @ $i; Minnesota and Wis.

would

it as a Valuable

are

embarks

forever

but

I regard

FAMILYMEDICINE.

The large sale of Adamson's Botanic Balsam is
because when once used it becomes a household
remedy. Children Hke it; it cures their colds and
prevents the croup.
Sold everywhere at 35 cts.

>
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19 @ 20¢; P. E. Island,
21 @
3 ¢c.
BrANsS, We Tote,
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i
Pea, Northern, H P.,¥ Dulisovivien
$100 @ 200

without

cramping the carriage, and bring him to the
same place again, I would then talk to him
soothingly, and if he would not stand quietly
for all to get in, I would take another turn and

in. He soon got tired of this, and in a short’

have it ready for fall.

for

BAKER'S CRACKED COCOA
18 the most
economical drink. The highest medical authority says cocoa contains as much flesh-forming matter as beef.
Always ask for Walter
Baker & Co’s preparations at your grocers.

much we

prospect of any great development

and

almost pound

look

after exist

also

sugar,

Bronchial Troches are sold only in boxes.

It is

vo

ed, but prices
are n
the
been at 8 @sXc ¥ 1b for Western and Losto:

boil

for more than 6 mds. (600 pounds troy) per
acre—where the communication is not good,
and where any difficulty does now or may here-

be, with

ventilation

granulated

Fide
:

allow

Reported by HILTON BROS &
=
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
ey Market. Boston.
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strap—I want no whip; perhaps he has
got a taste of that already and he is still

time was so completely cured that he would
in
Lad
in
‘NEW
BOOK.
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stand quiétly for my whole family of six to Yow Eyonhmon to 00d. os. iveinine ®
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Beato
unriv
contents of
and Poetryby
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t in
him worse.— The Congregationalist.
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1 _ The new editions and rel
of our
Standard,
uhirated, ful
rical, AgriBrazilian plantations are subject to the dep- POTATOES, We ghoter

master.

redation of armies of rats.

irene
dll AP
eee:

HOW T0 00 NOUER A BALKY HORSE.
I would

prepare

myself

with

a good

But some fine day when I was at

peace with myself and all around I would

Howlvon
Do

T11., the other day, by going into that place
with a train of six wagons, ladened with three
bundred and seventy-five bushels of barley,
and drawn by a steam
road locomotive of his
own invention.
2

push him back a little out of the way.

liable to heave; fourth, soil

I

show him the strap, putting it to his nose.

raise his fore foot and fix it with the hoof
nearly touching the belly.
This done, I
say to him,
‘Now, old chap, you stand
there” 1 don’t smoke, so I take a packet, and finding a place: where I can sit

down and he see me,

I begin

to read.

This is something he did not bargain for,
and the novelty of standing on three legs
somewhat diverts his mind from the cause

that stopped him.
I think this is the
chief point to be gained, and the more
humane. He now shows signs of a wish to
go, but that does not suit at the time, as 1

have yet to look over

‘* John Caldigate.”

When the strap is taken off I show it to
him, caress him a little, and we move on
without irritation, The strap will now be-

come a part of the harness for a month

or

two, till at last the sight of it ‘will act as a

talisman.— Correspondent Toronto Globe.
S44
0-4

‘We have now about 90,000 miles of rails
road, the annual consumption for ties or sleepers alone is 40,000,000, or thirty

of

75,000,

acres.

To

fence

years growth

these’ roads

would require at least 130,000 miles of fence.
We have 75,000 miles of wire, Which ‘requires

in its putting up 800,000 trees, while
nual repairs myst
tle, insignifiennt

nually in its manufacture 800,000 cubic

the tinest pine,

feet of

The bricks that are annually

baked require 2,000,000 cords of ‘wood,
o

the an-

take 800,000 more.
The litlucifer match consumes an-

which
’

acres, Shoe-pegsare quite as important an
article as matches or bricks,and to make the required annual supply consumes 100,000 cords of

Bites vv sneevise 80
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quick

sa

Medical

,

are reasons

With best

terms and
coin

why LIVE agents

60 | money
in their sale. A sivigle agent his sold over

fo | WRLSWER AT Bins TF tier Be Be
n

.
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EAT, 865 Broadway,

+

ho

York.
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"18186
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1

but one body.
pa
bs

‘Wheat requires, first,a well drained soil;
second, a soil that is compact; third a soil not
alternately
strongly
fith,
cool, equable

not

liable

heated
weather

to

Now

be

and
cooled;
during
the

All water is improved

wholesome by filtration.

and

rendered

more

The

simplest

mode

is to let it pass through a sand

stratum

easily

arranged.

The cleansing power of sand

hardly
be accounted for
interception.
Though

1

In the manufacture of butter the custom
become general after churning to wash the
butter with cold brine of greater or less
water,

of the purest, and ice in ' the ‘bargain,
now used for butter washing, brine

be it

been found far preferable.— Weitern Agricul-

Assuming thut the roots of grain crops,
wheat, barley, etc., extend to a Ha of five
feet, and that this portion of soil i§ ‘thoroughly
f dry, light
permeated by them, the amount

of the
in the

Nitrogen in the shape of ammonia enters our
goils in rain and dew, but it also

leaves

them

by drainage In the form of nitric acid, and it is

|

15:

W. Howard

Doane.

s' who labor
Hor
Musical
80 faithfullyin
getting
u
ntertalnmen
fob ny Jy
ment of others,
whether it be
in’ the Sunday
School, the Day
8ceool or the Music Hall, will be helped ana pleased with this new and beautiful
Cantata,
It can

be readily produced at small expense, with or
without costumes, The Cantata 18 composed of

for Christmas Sbraciug
sponstve Read.
ngs, which contain valuable Bible instruction on
the Birth and
Mission of Christ. Appropriate
Sengs are also inserted, and the whole service is
most
beautiful.
The thousands who have used
No. 1 of this series will find No. 2 even better,

ture.

earth resting upon an acre. would
be net
far from 10,000 tons. On this basis Mr, Lawes
concludes that such a soil might contain 10,

constantly increasing demand for our Annu.

CHRISTMAS SERVICE NO. 2.
R. J. H, VINCENT has prepared a pew Service

is not
havin

‘first nine inches from the surface.

By

WHILE
WE
OFFER DOUBLE
THAT
QUANTITY OF MATERAL, WE
SHALL ADHERE TO THE
OLD PRICES:
5 Cents by Mail; $4 per 100 Copies.

strength, and not only to wash it once but
twice, if the first washing does not remove

issue Nov.

A NEW CHRISTMAS CANTATA,

NO. 10 CONTAINS 12 NEW CAROLS,
ALL BY WRITERS OF THE WIDEST CELEBRITY,

at work.
Powdered charcoal is a remarkable
filterer, expecially for organic matter.

’

ANTA CLAUS"

BIGLOW & MAINS

al enables as to offera
number of Carols, and a greater variety than ever before.
!

action strictly speaking, vet there is no doubt
that the attraction of adhesion is all the while

i

1

can

on mere mecharioal
there is no chemical

every trace of buttermilk. - Cold

Ready:

Geumiss Ami No.»

growing season.~ Prairie Furmer.

| 000 jounds of nitrogen, one quarter
who e of which would be contained

THE OONSUMPTION OF TIMBER.

Dl...oveesssnesnsessf0 @ 68 | cultural and

Jud!

Maine Central Rose.
vy oeevs

A farmer astonished his friends in Decatur,

hitch him to the buggy, turning his head
to the village. He goes half the way very
well indeed ; then he begins to consider he
bas gone far enough in that direction and
stops. I step down; he expects me to use
the whip. Helis mistaken.
As a criminal I treat him on the silent system.
I

:

er Stowe being among those present.

who

best tea climate and on any

and influence of the

times

can

so

MOKED HAMS. The market has ruled quie

wl at9 @ 9o ¥ 1b for Boston and
Fancy in
command 10 @ lic ¥ 1b.
LARD,
ha

ve tumblers standing on a wet cloth to prevent cracking. After putting the
jelly in tum
blers, let stand in the sun until it jellies; then
ae writing-paper in white ef egg and cover
elly.

China; it is India

But

Beef with sales of Wester mens aod
rise 3 =
X Sra on ¥ablyand extra Plate $12.@ $13 v

und, then boil gently for ten minutes longer.

a day; but their existence, all combined, is
quite exceptional. To give the sum of our
advice in a few words: we would not ourselves, as things are, plant tea in any but the

1 go to the off side and buckle it to his off

" The golden wedding of Rev. Dr. Edward
Beecher and his wife, was celebrated at Brooklyn, Monday
evening, of last week. Rev.
enry Ward
Beecher and Mrs. Harriet Beech-

Chaplean as premier

such

of

hard twenty minutes (be careful to skim), add

Doubtless the tea-drink-

where these all exist tea will pay

fore leg, close up to his breast, throwing
the other end over his shoulder;
I then

turns.

Friday

the warmth
At

white

and

bowl;

eys,12 @

lots
7 @ fc.

Xtra
pri
t 81
d $11:
mess $12.8 $12 » ; Clear PAR
Ld Ru
EEF. There has been a fi
Jen ne

For miscellan-

oy

all night into an earthen

vo¥ bis AA

17; Drassed old

4c; Live Fowls,
PORK.
[4

pur-

sale, many of which
are injurious.

cess are pre-eminently to the fore. We

burst at Sandy

Hill, N. Y., while celebratiog the Ohio re-

bec was formed

get

hair sieve, then put in flannel

#15
;
wife!
estern, ¥ 1b, 8x

POULTRY.
' Dressed Spring Chickens, 4
170; Dressed Fowls, ¥ HAY a he

of construc-

ojnet work. 4.

to drip

tea cultivation, or who exterdds the area he has
at present, except all the conditions for suec-

in hot beds, the sash hav-

: 1. Fuel. 2. Woods,

for funiture and

winter that a bouguet may not be gather- { try again, sometimes going through this opered, if the house is: properly managed. ation three or four times before all would get

:

|
Portland,
Me., with its machinery

as

used for economical

Ha,

270; Red Top,bag 300 @ 2 ide; Canary, 245 @

seventeen

cussing the prospects of Indian tea.

to-day,he is not a wise man

a sash or two. .Nofire is needed. Nearly
all readily flowering plants will bloom,and
there will scarcely be a week during the

. The viceroy
of India has proclaimed the

ind

must

pines,

NO SAFER REMEDY can be had for Coughs and
Colds or any trouble of the throat, than * Brown's
Bronchial Troches.” Imitations are offered for

can and do say : that, with things as

should be attended
to, by slightly opening

permadent occupation of “Cabul and other
parts of Afghanistan by the British, in comnsequence of the Ameer’s abdication and the con
stantly recurring outrages on the British ine
habitants of thé country.
;
© The principal business portion of the town
of Parker, Pa., was destroyed by fire, Thurs:
day, about one hundred buildings being com

sumed.

sash,

sun.

The Ohio river isnearly dry at Louisville,
and immense quantities of freight have to be
sent by railroad. The absence of coal is a
great hardship to the
people, and fuel has ad-

vanced 100 per cent. pepe

the door

thirty-four

tea growing countries is seriously considered
by the Indian Tea Gazette of Calcutta, in dis-

say that it will not beso.

HEE

8

Clover. New York,
9 @ 530;

thirty-

QUINCE JELLY. Quarter and core, but do
not peel the fruit; cover with cold water and
let cook till * mushy;let drip through
fine

can say that it will be so; equally

ing more fall, say three feet in a widih
of two, the house being fifteen by ten.
Erect in this the stand of shelves,
and
when it is time to take up the summer
flowers and bulbs, etc., store them here.
The glass should be covered with thick
straw mats, which can be removed even
when
the weather is coldest, in clear
weather, for an hour or two at midday,

to

The remains of W. 8. Bodle, the origi- | Month by month the nihilist fires continue
in Russia; the damage in August
last amountnal discoverer of the Bodie mining dis- ed
to $15,25,0000.
i

trict

where

embracing

the market, without calling in outside help and
without seriously increasing domestic eare and

Ceylon, etc.

at

AY AND STRAW.

eous manufactures,and wooden ware, carri
cars, machinery,tools and implements. 5. Other
miscellaneous forest products, as bark, tsu-

certainly quite on the cards that in a few years
the supply will exceed the demand.
No one

two or three steps down for an entrance.
Wall up, roof the wall, and cover the

demned in unmistakable language the present
debt-readjustment canvass in Virginia.

of trees,

ning materials, gums, resin, nuts, ete. .

versus China, Java, Japan,

Setesasennannnsig20

¥
ton: Choice,
coarse,
pt Poor,$10 8 $13
PAAR

tion—that is heavy timber for buildings, bridges
wharves, piles
ships,railroad ties.etc.8. Woods

ers in the world are increasing greatly year by
year, but, alas! so isthe produce.
It is not

GREENHOUSE.

oaks,

alw Col

great caution is required in the extension of

in

in

at Vienna.

species

seven

families may be able to secure a

now a case of India versus

Pears are Ting

spruces, and firs, eleven maples and eight
poplars. In New England there are about
seventy-five or eighty native trees. The prod.

viewing hopefully the immediate prospects of
tea culture in India, the Gazette insists that

The
Germantown
Telegraph
says:
at Burton, Mich., while the latter was digging
the town ditch across Witham'’s land against: ‘‘ The cheapest plan of erecting a greenhouse that we have any knowledge of—
his protest.
Mrs. and Miss Meeker and Mrs. Price and as we used one successfully for many years
her two children, late captives among the —is to dig out
a pit in a side hill, where the
Utes, reached Denver, Thursday night.
Mrs.
upper end will be just.above ground,and the
Meeker is very feeble.
lower end will be two or three feet above

lost, with his balloon, has arrived back

The whipping-post is appearing as one
of the features of the next campaign in
Texas.” The Lamar county grand jury
formally advise its adoption as likely to

A CHEAP

digenous

ultimately the American tea industry would
have to compete on unequal terms with that
of China, India, Japan and other lands.
The
question of future competition among existing

in

not altogether im
have them
tested

small quantity of finer tea than can be bad in

the tea industry.
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In the United States there are over. 400 in-

ucts of our forests

provements can be introduced elsewhere,
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son, our Minister

consumption

business is ultogefher another matter.
No
doubt mechanical improvements in the process of tea-gathering and curing may greatly
diminish the cost of labor; but the same im-

to give the claims of the Shorthorns a little more consideration, and carefully select the qualities that would increase the
milk supply.— Selected.

board of

Our

or hedges.

labor, is quite probable,
‘That it will ever pay
for Americans to undertake tea growing as a
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tion of a few bushes in garden plats a great ma-
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stock.

more general use
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vomparison with an equal number of Anstrian
hams was refused. At least so says Mr. Kas-

That it is possible to grow good tea in this
country is beyond doubt. That by the cultiva-

fixedness

as a dairy

of lum-

AMERICA.

ten years give a better return than any
other breed. Mr. Dun, in conclusien, wish-

charities and reforms to investigate the alleged
abusesin the
rection.

Impressiveness,

The farm and rural fences of the

bly will, be reduced by the

were
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up by agents of home producers, because of
their jealousy of American shippers. The
American hams seized at Trieste were exams

than
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be-

good Shorthorns for dairy stock would

and privates will contribute a real each.

State

the

more

in fact not orders at all, but

PROSPECTS OF TEA OULTURE IN

which great caution and judgment were required. Pure bred Shorthorns gave a richer
milk and the quality of cream was affected thereby.
Money invested in a few

officers will contribute one day’s pay to the re-

Gov. Smith has ordered the

degree.

similars answered

officers and non-commissioned

lief of sufferers by the floods in Murcia,

of

etc.,is

Yellow, Ji

reputed orders of foreign government prohibiting the importation of American bacon, were

to England, and spars and docking timber to
China and Japan.—Lumberman's Gazette.

Irish
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wagons,

'

' And now it seems to be coming out that the

creasing. Our staves go by the million to
France annually ; walnut, oak, maple and pine

was believed that a cross between a Shorthorn and Hereford made a good distinctive
breed, but in his opinion none ofthese dis-

September.
:
Martin H, Scott, one of the best known temperance advocates in New Jersey, dropped
dead in his office at Newark, Tuesday.
It is reported that Lieutenant Carey, who
was with Prince Napoleon when killed, is to
leave the British army and enter the Church.
Postmaster Greene, of Jersey City, bas reSigned.
His loss by a peculative clerk is $14,

All Spanish

sixty per cent.

pedigree Shorthorn

In the eight largest cities of Scotland there
were only two suicides during the month of

lowed to appear in the dining-room.

to support

employment

and

President Hayes has invited Gen.

the South and distributing the Chisolm
story by the ton, a little wholesome attention might be paid to race proscription at
home.
The colored Ohio assemblyman,
George W. Williams, who came on to
speak
in New York
State, has gone back
in disgust because the State committee
sent him to 8 hotel where he was not al-’

duction.

and

gives

thousand

however,

re-

of timber is not only daily on the increase, but
our exportation of timber iz also rapidly in-

and intensity, could only be obtained by
judicious selection—by breeding for good
points and eliminating all the objectionable
qualities, There were no less than six hundred breeders in the United Kingdom and
over twenty thousand cows,and the popularity of the Shorthorn was in no way diminished. Registration had donea great deal to
preserve the purity of the Shorthorn. The
foundation rule was to prevent overfeeding and undue obesity, and in every way
to
promote
the
milking
properities.
There was nothing to compare with agood

a

be his guest when he visits Washington.
The British Parliament has been further
prorogued until the 19th of December.
- John B. Buckstone, the famous English

Lord Beaconsfield was told that

unlesshe promises

Vanderbilt

News

there was a large emigration from the
Western provinces to Manitoba, and he
seems to be so little familiar with the
names of the different local divisions on
different sidés of the line that he mistook
Canada’s provinces for our States.
Memphis is almost discouraged as to her
ability to stamp out the yellow fever germs
effectually, and one of the Memphis papers
goes so far as to advise abandoning the
city altogether and building anew
elsewhere,
The town’s bankrupt condition
makes it difficult to build the necessary
sewers and water-works, but expensive
samitary measures are absolutely imperative, for it is unlikely that Memphis will
be deserted by any considerable number of
its citizens.
‘While the republican committee in New

before them, and t
wants no man el

high

General von Moltke once spent a long peri-

to twenty-seven
men.

In Edinburgh,

{is

ber and timber annually, but as we grow older
as a nation this consumption may, and proba-

to $30 each,and giving from five to six gallons of milk per day. The great predominance of the milk producing characteristic
the Shorthorn formerly possessed in a
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=the Turkish army,
od in organizing
served in the war against the Kurds.

car-

over the negro

lately, on

$100,000,000.

had

The

the handles of
made in ‘the

‘country consume an immense amount

cows were Shorthorns, valued at from $25

Mrs. Martha Potts walked from Philadelphia
again,

Shorthorns

amount

quired
tools.

ural implements,

for Shorthorns and
Kerries,
especially in the West Ayrs-

lieved that

Mark Hopkins, one of the four magbates of
monopoly, left
the Great Central Railway
:
property worth $23,300,000.-

‘Western states into the Dominion was ex~
plained by Sir John A. Macdonald, the
Dominion premier, at a recent banquet at

York State is wailing

hires. '

ble towards the roadway.

that there was a large emigration from our

" Quebec.

went in
Scotland,

in that region.

to New Orleans and back
$5000 wager, and won.

Crossed

entailed a lossin selling out.

President Hayes’ house at Fremont, Obic, is
a little two-story red-brick house with its ga-

ried away. At Cuevas several lives were
lost and one house destroyed.
Marauders
are taking advantage of these events to
depredate on property. The Saragossa
and Barcelona Railway is submerged for a
distance of ten miles.
Lord Beaconsfleld’s ridiculous statement

»
Sey

in California,

six waiting maids.
Paul H. Hayne, the Southern poet, thinks of
removing to the North. He says the air is not
congenial

given.

and birch, and about the same

for plane-stocks and
The
packing-boxes

fifteen minutes the cream is all extract, and butter is made from milk in less than

an hour after it is taken from the cow,

United States in 1874 amounted to $12,000,000,
while the timber manufactured into agricult-

proved very valuable as dairy stock, and
were much prized in the Midland counties ;
but in London many like the black and
white Dutch cows, which, in his opinion,
after a time fell away considerably and

bas just expended $8000 on a birthday party.
Princess Louise, of Canada, is said to have

a water-spout uprooted trees and injured
many persons. At Vera, in Almeria, the
river overflowed and flooded the mines,
throwing 1500 men out of work.
Twentyone persons were drowned,and thirty housore

were

busi

ful and petulant—scarcely fit to perform

ness.
The Chinese Consul General,

At Malaga

worth of

the

The Czar is represented to be nervous, fret-

Floods in Spain.

peestas

are now traveling in this country.

horns as Milk Producers,” held the fol
lowing views:
He had found that slow
feeding cows were good milkers, and that
quick feeders produced indifferent milk.
In Shorthorns there were different grades,
and by some, five gallons of milk per day

Gen. Grant is the first American who ever
shook hands with the Mikado of Japan.
Theodore Thomas, the popular musician, is
forty-six years old and agreeably married.

rains have continued throughout

500,000

Dun, in a paper on the subject ‘of ** short-

only ex-Vice Presidents now living.

Fires.

meeting of the British
Association, Mr. Finly

public in

Senator Hamlin and Schuyler Colfax are

Itis reported that forest fires again created sad havoc in St. Lawrence county,N. Y.,
last week, and an area covering thousands
of acres was burned over. Quantities of hay
in stacks and much valuable timber was
destroyed, and no green timber left. No
rain had fallen for thirty days.
The loss
will reach many thousand dollars.
Men
were engaged day and night saving farm
property and buildings. Telegraphic communication was interrupted by the fire in
several places.

Spain during the past week.

At the general
Dairy Farming

European politics.
The ex-Empress Carlotta, thought to be improving, is now worse than ever.
A large number of distinguished foreigners

A system of human slavery practiced by
Chinese purveyors of brothels has been revealed at Hong Kong. Raids are made by
desperadoes among ‘the villages of the
captured,
are
girls
young
mainland,
brought to Hong Kong, sold and confined
till they are sufficiently matured, when
they are re-sold. The discovery was made
through a proclamation offering a reward
for a runaway slave girl. 14 years old. A
rigid investigation is progressing, and extraordinary disclosures have been already
made.
The operations of the slave-traders
are very extensive, reaching even to Japan, one little Japanese girl having been
found in bondage.
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fine timber, while the manufacture of lasts and

boot-trees takes 500,000 cords of thaple, beech
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Inhuman Slavery in China.
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The Pope is studying German.
Dore will illustrate Shakespere.
Charles Reade grows terribly deaf.
Cetewayo is forty-eight years of age.
George Eliot hus searching gray eyes.
The voice of Kossuth is once more
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quite possible that the loss from the one may
be equal to,or in excess of, the gain from the
other. The evidence from recent investigation
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makes it fair to assume, that it is to the soil
rather than to the atmosphere that we must
look for our normal supply of this most valu

able plant food.
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German dairymen don’t wait for the cream
to “rise.”

They place the

new

milk in

centrifugal machine, and completely

from eighty to ninety
twenty minutes, And

a

separate

per cent. of the cream in
an American inventor

bas improved upon this. - He so completely re-

moves the cream

by

centrifugal

force

that
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